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CHAPTER I 
INTROilJCTION 
CHAPTER I 
I 
INTRODUCTION 
il 
I 
I 
This research is concerned with the development of ideas 
about morals and justice in children. The investigation is, 
for the most part, an attempt to replicate some of the research I I, 
in !!!! Moral I done by Jean Pia~t in Switzerland, as reported 
Judgment ~ ~ Child.1 
EdUcators, moral and religious teaChers, criminologists, 
parents, salesmen share an equal interest in the processes of 
human development. The very •real" problems of the home, the 
schoolroom and the jail, whose characterization requires such 
words as vital, dynamic, challenging or irritating and nau-
seating, problems which in many value systems seem the most 
important problems in the world, have since the beginning of 
thought pressed the scientist to discover an adequate statement 
of the laws of human development snd change. Nor has the moti-
vation been lacking for the scientist to formulate principles 
to guide the officer or judge or father or others concerned 11 
with directing human development in the channels our society's j: 
: 
norms or personal values prescribe. These laws have not been 
forthcoming. At present it would be more than a little diffi-
cult to say what are the relevant and irrelevant variables of 
lJean 
Illinois: 
Piaget. The Moral Judgment of the Child. 
The Pres Press, 1948. 414 P• 
Glencoe, 
[, 
I 
I 
2 
the process of change. In the absence of laws many have sought 
the answers to "smaller" practical problems -- shall the child 
be spanked? How may the delinquent best be socialized? The 
answers were given, only to be revised shortly after for 
seemingly "better" procedUres. This floundering indecision 
will probably continue until adequate variables and laws are 
found. BUt there seems little use in extoling the problems in 
moral development to those who know them too well or the need 
for scientific laws to 1hose who have invested their lives in 
the search for such laws. 
Historically, the variables studied in this area have 
I 
been or somewhat varied nature, following a number of traditi<n~l 
or theoretical orientations. It is not necessary here to trace 1 
an extensive history of child or genetic psychology except as 
certain conceptual developments may have relevance to the 
conceptual framework d the study. 
The European lines of research seem to have dealt with 
considerable interest in the more traditional questions about 
the mind. Child psychclqgy there emphasized the content of 
I 
1 
the child 1s consciousness as compared to the work in the United I 
states where research was predominantly in the direction of if 
behavior study, emphasizing growth and development and quanti- 11 
tative studies or learning. 
This paper is concerned with an aspect of the development 
of soCial norms, specifically ideas of "right and wrong" and 
ideas about justice. Compared to many areas of research, 
little has been done in this area. A variety of variables have 
been chosen in previous investigations - age, sex, socio-
economic level, intelligence, culture, ego-involvement. Also 
a variety of techniques have been used for gathering data. 
Of the works reviewed, a number were in some way connected 
with or a replication of Piaget 1a. 
Brief Review of Piaget's Work on the Development£! Moral 
Judgment - - --
Piaget1 was the first to develop a coherent conceptual 
scheme to explain the child's concepts of himself, the world 
about him, and his moral attitudes, dealing with the content 
in a comprehensive matte:r with expe:rimental techniques. The 
:results of his investigations have been published in no less 
than nine volumes sinoe 1923, of which the better known are: 
!!!! Lanep.a!Je ~ Thoupht !l!... ~Child;:!!!! Child's Conception 
£!!£!World; and 11'.!!. Moral Judgment of~ Child. 
In his study of child morality, Piaget noted that the 
reflective analysis of Kant, the sociology of Durkheim, and 
l 
i 
II 
I: 
ij 
I 
i 
the individualistic psychology of Bovet all were agreed that, 
"morality consists in a system of rules, and the essence of alll 
morality is to be sought for in the :respect which the indivi- li j, 
dual acquires for these rules, "2 but that their doctrines began [ 
lpiaget, loc. cit. 
2 Ibid., P• 1. 
I 
4 
tl 
rl 
,' 
to diverge from the moment that it had to be explained how the r'l 
mind came to respect these rules. Piaget proposed to undertake 
1
'[ 
an analysis of this "how". I: 
II 
Murpeyl explains the background of Pia get 1 s procedures as ',' 
'I I follows: 
When at the beginning of the twentieth century 
American experimental studies were drawing widespread 
support from foundations and universities, and enor-
mous quantities of objective and scientific data on 
human growth, development, and learning were recorded, 
investigations in Europe were being carried on, but 
on a much smaller scale. Even at the zenith of their 
scientific contributions, neither William Stern, work-
ing at the University of Hamburg, or Jean Piaget work-
ing at the University of Geneva, had a staff comparable 
in size with that of one American Institute of child 
welfare. While research :tn child psychology in the 
United States took predominantly the direction af be-
havior study, with emphases upon growth and development 
and ~antitative studies of the learning processes in 
childhood, and upon adaptation to home and school 
situations, European lines of research continued to 
be guided in large part with the great traditional 
questions about the mind of the child· 
Typical of modern leadership in such investiga-
tions is Jean Piaget, of the University of Geneva. 
Having at his command the facilities of the Institut 
Jean-Jacques Rosseau, he began to systematize the 
methods of observing children at play, contriving ex-
periments for the solution of key questions, and above 
all, developing the clinical interview as a semi-
standard device for testing children between the ages 
of two and fourteen with respect to their ways of en-
visaging the world around them. With a constantly 
changing staff of co-work&rs, he has published since 
1923 to the present, nine volumes containing the rich 
harvest of these interviews and experiments. In many 
ways the greatest stroke of genius has to do with his 
primary venture into soclal psychology, the moral 
1oa~ Murphy. Historical IntrodUction to Modern 
Psychology. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949. P• 393. 
,, 
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5 
judgment of the Child. This investigation, influenced 
by French sociological studies of ethics, is a sys-
tematic effort to define the stages through which judg-
ments of right and wrong pass 1n a child between the 
ages of about two to fourteen.l 
Piaget 1s key concept is that of egocentrism. The child 
develops only very slowly awareness of self, until he perceives I 
himself as distinct from the environment he cannot recognize I 
the subjectivity o'f his own outlook. Things are as they seem 
to be. To this acceptance of one 'a own outlook as conveying 
absolute reality the term moral "realism" is applied. 
Murphy2 illustrates the stages he discovered in the evolu-
tion o'f moral judgment 1n the following way: 
The little child af two or three tosses the 
marbles with great delight; his pleasure derives from 
the sheer physical functioning. If asked at the end 
of the game who has won, he says, 'I won, John won, 
we all won'• Competitive standards and man-made rules 
are not yet clear. At four or five years, the fact 
ot rules begins to be understood. You have to follow 
them; they begin to be regarded as sacred. At seven 
or eight, the rigldity of these rules begins to give 
way. They have left the area of 1moral realism 1 , in 
which the moral world is a rigid, external structure, 
and have entered the area of reciprocity, where social 
relationShips are the basis of lawmaking. Finally, 
beyond au ch reciprocity comes a stage 1n the preado-
lescent period :In which more subtle personality fac-
tors become matters of weight. Reciprocity, says 
piaget, is colored by consideration of equity. One 
has achieved automony in so far as one recognizes the 
personal meanings and values rather than the sheer 
objective situation. 
laurphy, loc. cit. 
2Ibid., P• 396. 
6 
II Prom this study of the rules of the g~e from the child's 
I point af' v 1 ew • P !a get pas sed to the specifically moral rules 
laid down by adults and tried to see what idea the child formed 
of part! cular duties. Finally, he examined the notions that 
'I arose out of the relations in which children stood to each 
other and was thus led to discuss the idea of justice. 
Ill. Piagetl writes: 
,I 
ll 
I 
I 
OUl:' study of the rules of a game led us to the 
concl us! Gil that there ex! at two types of re ape ct, and 
consequently two moralities - a morality of constraint 
or of heteronomy, and a morality of cooperation or of 
autonomy. We became familiar in the course of the last 
chapter with certain aspects of the first. The second 
which will occupy us now, is unfortunately much more 
difficult to study; for while the first can be formu-
lated in the rules and thus lends itself to interroga-
tion, the second must be sought chiefly among the more 
intimate impulses of the mind or in social attitudes 
that do not easily admit of definition in conversation 
held with the children. We have established its juri-
dicial aspect, so to speak, in studying the social play 
of children between ten and twelve. We must now go 
fUrther and penetrate into the child's actual conscious-
ness. 
Piaget spends most of his ef'forts analyzing what he calls 
the notion of justice, probably the most rational of all moral 
notions and which seems to be the direct result of cooperation, :'I 
thus largely avoiding the affective aspect of cooperation which I; 
,, 
he feels tends to elude interrogation. He develops 1nterroga- 11 
!I 
tories to 1nvest1ga te the child 'a sense of justice, its origin-, 
I 
i.e. whether it is largely dependent on the influences of the 
lp 1aget, op. c1 t. , p. 195 • 
7 
precepts and examples of the adult or on the mutual respect and 
solidarity which holds among children themselves -- and its 
emergence in children. 
As a side investigation Piaget explored the solidarity 
between Children and the conflicts in which this solidarity 
enters with adult authority. This 
mining the age at which solidarity 
analysis was used for deter- !I 
begins to be efficacious. I; 
Piaget used judgments of stories of "tale-telling" as his cri-
terion. 
It seems that no systematic repetition of Piaget 's system 
of inquires has been undertaken. Here and there an investiga-
tion throws some light on the question of the universality of 
his findings. They suggest the fact that the levels reported 
by Piaget are consistently too high. Murphyl says, "at least 
American children seem to pass a gLven point much earlier than 
do Swiss children." Also, there comes the question whether the 
stages described by Piaget are truly stages in the development 
as such, or are primarily stages in the development of chil• 
dren 1s thinking in response to specific cultural processes. 
Piaget is currently highly regarded in psychological 
circles, and his research is quoted as authoritive. For ex-
ample, Newcomb 1s2 1950 text in social Psychologr devotes most 
lMurphy, op. cit., P• 397. 
2Theodore M. Newcomb. Social Psychology. New York: The 
Dryden Press, 1950. 673 P• 
8 
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II 
I 
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i 
I 
I 
of a chapter to P1aget 1s findings. It follows that there is 
some need for replicating his work, using somewhat stricter 
I' 
,, 
and more rigorous statistical techniques, and varying cultures !I 
and socio-economic levels and other variables Which Piaget left l1 
li uncontrolled. 
,Ih! Problem ,2! .!h!! Experiment jl 
I 
This research proposes to investigate the problems of 1'1. 
moral judgment using the research tools of Piaget. It is hoped i. 
thst rigorous design will help clarity some concepts which have li 
'I 
I 
been considered somewhat difficult to manage operationally. li 
,, 
Further, it should be either a source of verification or clari- 1: 
'I ficati on of already widely-accepted hypotheses about certain II 
!i 
variables. Also, the use of the same experimental design 
effectively continues the original experiment controlling an 
additional variable, culture. 
As an aid to orient the segment of Piaget 1s work which 1 
has been chosen for this investigation in Piaget 1 s total out- [j 
line, a brief review of his plan of study regarding cooperation I; 
and the idea of justice will be made. 1'1 
', 
As preliminary studies he deals with the problem of 
punishments, of collective responsibility and of so-called 
"immanent" justice in which the punishment is supposed to 
emanate from th~s themselves. Following that, in transition, !: 
he examines the conflict between retributive and distributive 
justice. 
!I 
il 
I' ..
n 11 
d 
I 
It is these latter investigations which this study will 
attempt to replicate, namely, the relations between distribu-
tive justice and 111thar ity and ot justice between children as 
well as one question regarding the general notion of justice.l 
Piaget and his assistants, in their study, used a number 
of "interrogatories" which were each actually separate experi-
ments requiring a separate analysis. An undesignated number 
of these stories and questions were presented to the children 
in one sitting. In arranging this study, it seemed necessary 
to limit the interrogation to one sitting. 
The selection of stories and questions was on the basis 
of comparative theoretical value or fruitfulness as indicated 
by Piaget and the completeness of the reported data. 
some difficulties arise as in the translation of stories 
used in this experiment. It is extremely difficult to say 
that any translation wruld have the seme meaning in French and 
in English, for the experiential referents or isolates for the 
two groups of children must of necessity be quite different. 
Further, moral events in the dif!'erent cultures may have 
quite different significances. Attempt was made to make the 
stories as accurate in context as possible. 
Also, the questions which followed the stories are not 
always given by Piaget, and according to the included protocol, 
1 Piaget, op. cit., P• 275-326. 
10 
were not always the same. Attempt was made here to analyse 
the intent of Piaget 1s questioning, and from the protocol, to 
draw up a standard set of Qlestions to bring out the desired 
information. 
The following section will deal with the conceptual and 
working hypotheses as drawn up for this experiment. 
conceptual HYpotheses 
Piaget does not list his hypotheses, as such, so it was 
necessary to infer them from his discussions. Following is a 
statement of the relationships between variables as drawn from 
Piaget 1 s discussions. 
1. The development of the mind is characterized by 
stages beginning with an initial condition of 
ego-centrism and proceeding "asympto:tically" to-
ward an ideal of autonomy.! 
2. This intellectual development is paralleled by 
a moral evolution trom moral realism (heteronomy) 
to a moral autonomy (characterized by a conscious-
ness of good and based on an acceptance of the 
norms of reciprocity or cooperation). 
In the chapter devoted to "Cooperation and the Idea of 
Justice", the basic conceptual hypotheses are: 
3. The most favorable setting for the development 
of the idea of distributive justice and the more 
advanced forms of retributive justice are social 
relations between contemporaries.2 
4. Expiatory punishment and earlier forms of retri-
butive justice are created by the relations be-
tween children and adUlts.3 
libid., P• 407. 
2Ibid., P• 
3 
II 
I 
II 
li 
lj 
I 
!I 
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I 
I 
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I 
II 
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5. The development of distributive justice with 
relation to adult authority is characterized by 
three broad stages: (1) in Which justice is not 
distinguished from authority of law; (2) equali-
tarianism grows in strength and comes to out-
we:!&h· any other consideration; (3) equalitarian-
ism gives way to equity by consideration of in-
dividual situations.l 
s. In judgments involving conflicts between equality 
and authority, the child will favor one or the 
other corresponding to a predominance of autonomy 
or heteronomy, respectively. 
Working Hfpotheses 
II 
r! :12 
II 
Pollowing fran these conceptual hypotheses are the actual 
working hypotheses by which the concepts are teste4. Piaget 
does not actually state his hypotheses explicitly in his book, 
therefore, the statements Ill'S made trying to use Pia get 1s vo-
cabulary and to discover their nature according to his descrip- I 
i 
story follow, tion of his work. The reference to the respective 
each hypothesis in parentheses. 
1. In moral judgments made regarding stories pitting 
the desire for equality against the fact of au-
thority, as the age of subjects is increased (be-
tween the ages of six end twelve) there will tend 
to be an increase in the relative amount of judg-
ments made in favor of equality over obedience to 
authority.2 (Stories I and II.) 
2. In response to questions regarding reasons for not 
cheating, as the subjects' age is increased from 
six to twelve answers favoring adult authority 
will decrease and answers favoring equality will 
increase. (Story (Question) III.) 
!Ibid., p. 283-4 • 
2 Ibid., P• 2?5-6. 
il 
II 
II 
3. As the age of subjects is increased from six to 
twelve, judgments preferring the maintenance of 
group solidarity against the influence of adult 
authority will tel'ld to increase. (Story :!V) 
4. As the age of subjects is increased from six to 
twelve, the proportionate amount of judgments 
regarding as 11fair 11 the equal revenge of, or 
giving back of blows received will tend to in-
crease. 
5. As the age of subjects is increased from six to 
twelve, judgments giving preference to seniors 
(the older of two children) will decrease. 
(Story VII) 
6. As the age of subjects is increased from six to 
twelve, judgments favoring younger children 
will increase. (Story VII) 
7. As the age of subjects is increased trom six to 
twelve, in examples of what is •not fair" given 
by Children, the proportionate amount of examples 
citing things "forbidden• will decrease and the 
examples citing inequality or social injustice 
will increase. 
Exploratory Quest ion 
In addition to the questions and stories of Piaget 's work 
there was added the question: ~at would you do?" (preceded 
by a resetting of the situation) in Stories I, II, IV, and v. 
This was an attempt to deal with the variable of personal in-
volvement, making the Child an impersonal judge in one situa-
tion and a participant in the other. Al:IY change of judgment II 
I' 
might also indicate a conflict between what the child perceived !I 
as an "ideal pattern" of behavior and his knowledge of the 
"facts" or "behavior pattern" of his own social world. This 
was conceived as exploratory research and no hypotheses are 
presented. 
=1=~-- - ------ -------
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
n 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
This stUdy is concerned with the development of moral 
judgment or attitudes and the review will be limited to that 
area. The research on the moral behavior of the child will 
not be included, although a brief statement will be made on 
the reports of the relation of moral attitudes to behavior. 
Critical Studies £!! ~ ~ 2.! P1aget 
In a neighborhood of New York, Lernerl investigated the 
presence of moral realism in two groups of children in the age 
groups of six to eight and nine to eleven of normal intelli-
gence from different socio-economic backgrounds and found that 
the children from the poor socio-economic situation showed 
greater moral realism than the others in both age groups. 
Lerner2 also did a study on children's range of identifi-
cation using Piaget 1s story-telling technique and found that 
the younger children's egocentrism and limited empathetic 
ability limited their range of identification severely. This 
seemed to be in accord with Piaget 1s theory of moral realism. 
laardner Murphy and L. B. Murphy. 
Psychology. New York: Harper and Brothers, 
2Loc. cit., P• 276. 
:15 
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I, 
Dennis and Russe111 applied Piaget 1s questions to Zuni 
I[ children and report that in regard to each topic, the answers 
I obtained from the ZUni children comprised all or nearly- all of 
the types described by Pia get. Whether or not there are dif-
ferences in the age-incidence of various answers as between 
Zuni and either European or American children cannot be said 
at the present time because the data a-e not sufficiently-
numerous. The data suggest that ZUni children on the whole 
mar persist longer in the first stages. 
Dennis2 also used Piaget 1s questions on his own daughter 
and although, in general, he corroborated Piaget 1s results, he 
pointed out that due to the precocity of the child (she had an 
I.Q. of 150) she gave "adult" answers by the time she was 6-2. 
Rosen3 proposed to analyse quantitatively the development 
of moral judgment and 'lhe effect of ego relationships on such 
judgment of children. She attempted to personalize the stories 
so that the child had to make his judgments 1n terms of him-
self, his friends and his family. The five stories in differenl;j: 
social areas were presented in conjunction with a series of I! 
I 
picture-dolls which the child could manipulate while talking. I 
I 
'I I, 
!I 
lw. Dennis and R. W. Russell. "Piaget 1 s Questions Applied li 
to Zuni Children." Child Development 11: 181-187; 1940. I 
2w. Dennis• "Piaget 1s Questions Applied to a 
Known Environment.• Journal of Genetic PsychologY 
1942. 
Child of 
60: 307-320; 
3Bernice Rosen. 
Unpublished Master's 
"The Development of Moral JUdgment.• 
Thesis, Clark University, 1949. 82 P• 
I 
I, 
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0~~ ~ -:. ~ ... : .. :-:onty pupilo, oi-:to-;o~o .. :=.- ~-.. , -o1---- ~~ 
in Shrewsbury, MassaChusetts were divided into two equated 
groups to determine the influence of ego relationship on moral 
judgment. The experimenter reports that, 
The study in general indicated a progressive 
shift from social relations of constraint to those 
of cooperation, with corresponding qualitative dif-
ferences in moral judgment. Although the concomi-
tant attitudes of cooperative relations (collective 
responsibility, reciprocity, etc.) increase with 
maturity, the exact ages at whiCh such judgments 
appear show many variations. The maturity ot the 
child in this respect, the precise situation under 
investigation and the emotional relationships in-
,, 
I' 
rl 
!I 
I; 
'I I 
volved in the situation all contribute heavily to 
these variations.l 'i 
With particular reference to the social areas investigated]' 
in this study of Rosen 1s2 the results shOI'Ied the following i' 
il 
items: 
1. A significant growth of 1team 1 feeling with 
maturity and corresponding decline of judgments 
in favor of expiatory punishments. The effects 
of ego relationships were only in evidence in 
the oldest group of children resulting in an 
attitude of cooperation and generosity. 
2. A decrease of objective responsibility judgments 
with age which was impeded when such judgments 
served the need for personal absolvement. 
3. An increase of cooperative cheating in the class-
room with age and a corresponding development 
away from tattling. Such attitudes developed 
earlier in the case of a friend than with a 
stranger. 
4. A development of understanding manifested in 
the judgment of a parent or friend due to a 
consideration of motivational factors. 
,, 
II 
II 
ii 
I; 
I 
I 
1 &: 2Loc. cit. II 
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5· A development from the attitude that a group 
ruling is coercive to the comprehension ot the 
reciprocal function of such a rule. There is 
generally a corresponding development ot the 
understanding that such a rule may be modified 
according to the just demands of the situation,l 
According to a recent abstraot2 in critical studies on the 
work of Piaget at the University af Louvain, Belgium pursued by 
Blondain, Deshaises, caruso, and Rueleus, Piaget 1s theses re-
garding such important subjects as egocentrism, the concepts of 
relationship, the moral judgment, physical causality and the 
difference between the child's thinking and the thought of the 
adult were invalidated. 
Other Related Studies 
In 1926 Macaulay and Watkins3 asked 2,500 children to 
make a list af the most wicked things anyone could do. They 
found that, up to the age of nme years, the child's concepts 
I 
II 
II I, 
II 
were definite and concrete rather than abstract. I They were in I 
terms ot the child 1 s immediate personal re 1 ati onships such as 1' 
,j 
disobeying mother or hurting the oat • After nine years of age, 11 
the concepts became more generalized, for example, stealing is 1 ' 
wrong, rather than it is wrong to steal a ball. 
lLoo. cit. 
2Joanna, J. •· "critische Studies over het Work van 
Piaget aan de Universiteit ce Leuven." (Critical Studies on 
the Work of Piaget in the University of Louvain.) Ulaam: rl 
Opvoedk Tijdschr 28: 97-107, Psychological Abstracts 24: No. 3;. 1~7. 1 
~. Macaulay and s. H. Watkins. "An Investigation into 
the nevelo ment d the Moral Conceptions of Children." Porum 
~~P-~~~·~~·~~~=-=-.-=~c--=~~-=-~=-· ~== 
Lerner and Murpey1 report that children from eight to 
twelve years of age are governed by a double basis far morality I 
They have, for example, different standards for obedience to 
mother than for obedience to father. It is worse to lie to 
your father than your mother because your mother "understands 
you better" and "is sweeter", "therefore you do not let her 
down" rut your father can "punish harder" so you try to avoid 
disobeying him. 
Radke2 made a stUdy af the relation of 
to children's behavior and attitudes. When 
parental authority I 
i 
asked, ~t should 
mothers and fathers do When their children are naughtyY", a 
group of nursery school children recommended as suitable pun-
ishments those which they themselves had been given when they 
misbehaved. Eighty-three per cent of the group gave spanking 
II 
I 
as the most appropriate form. 1 
In an attempt to obtain info:rmation about preschool chil- ~~~ 
dren's standards of good and bad behavior, Radke3 asked the 
questions, "Tell me What is a bad (naughty) girl (boy)Y" and 
"Tell me what is a eood girl (boy)Y". The reply given most 
often for good behavior by the boys was "Helps mother"; by the 
girls was, "Plays gently with toys". 
lE. Lerner and L. Murphy. "Methods for the Study of Per-
sonality in Young Children." Monograph of Social Research. 
Child Development Vol. 6, No. 4; 1941. 
2M. J. Radke • 
Children's Behavior 
of Minnesota Press, 
3 
The Relation of Parental Authority to 
and Attitudes. Minneapolis: University 
1946. P• 64. 
II 
I 
I 
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!j 
study of dishonesty. They l'eported the following foul' findings:! 
(1) No outstanding sex diffel'ence; (2) Older childl'en showed 
I 
j 
II 
lj 
slightly mol'e deception than the youngel' ones; (3) Childl'en of II 
II 
highest socio-economic level deceived least; children of lowest ! 
socio-economic level deceived most; (4) Childl'en who wel'e I 
friends showed more than a chance resemblance in amount of 
cheating done. 
By means of a law-attitude test, Lockhal't2 studied the 
child's attitude towal'd law in the case of boys and girls fl'om 
grades foUl' to twelve and fifty adults. It was found that the 
childl'en 1s attitudes gradually approached the adUlt attitude 
as they advanced thl'ough the grades. Lockhart also l'eports 
that sex and socio-economic status proved to be of no conse-
quence in prodUcing diffel'ences in the attitude toward law. A 
I 
lawless attitude, he found, was a problem of the individUal and I 
not one of social economic, or intellectual level. li 
:I 
I' In investigating children's attitudes toward discipline 
as l'elated to soc.io-economic and cultUl'al groups to which they j 
belong, Dolger and Ginandes3 used fifth grade boys and girls 
1H. Hartshol'ne and M. A· May. 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1928. 
Studies in Deceit. 
3 v. 
New 
2E. G. Lockhart. The Attitude of Children Towal'd Law. 
University of Iowa Studies in chiractel', Vol. 3, No. i. Iowa 
City: University of Iowa, 1930. 61 P• 
3LaUl'a Dolger and Janet Glnandes. "Children's Attitudes 
Towal'd Discipline as Related to Socio-Economic Status." 
JoUl'nal of Experimental Education 15: 161•165; 1946. 
I 
·.·~~· -~J 
,, 
from two widely different neighborhoods in New York City. Each I! 
one was asked to write a composition telling what should be done 
in a spec~fic situation in whiCh disciplinary action was needed. 
I Approximately two-thirds of the suggestions given were for con- ' 
structive solutions, while one-third were non-constructive 
appeals to authority. The children of the less privileged 
group tended to hold the individual child responsible for vio-
lation of rules, while the others seemed to comprehend an 
environmental basis for misconduct and to suggest that the 
circumstances which produced misbehavior be Changed. 
Weigll told anecdotes to girls from ten to fourteen years 
old, asking if there was a wrong done, and if so why they 
thought the action wrong. He found an increase in recognition 
of injustices as a type of wrong-doing with an increase of age. 
In a developmental study of attitudes toward property 
Eberhart2 asked a group of Chicago boys from grades one through 
twelve to rate in order of seriousness twenty offenses. The 
lists showed that the offenses which gained in seriousness all 
involved actual stealing in one form or another. When asked 
reasons for their judgments, the younger boys gave as their 
reasons the fear of punishment. The older boys have most tre- i 
II quently the reason of unwillingness to injure others. 
laardner Murphy and L. B. Murphy. Experimental 
Psychology. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1931. 
Social 
2J. c. Eberhart. "Attitudes Toward Property: A Genetic 
Study of the Paired Comparisons Rating of Offenses." Journal 
of Genetic Ps cholo 60: 3•35; 1942. ==F~~~~~~~~~~ .. --~~~~~~~-~--··---
i 
II 
I 
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Prom what sources children's standards of good and bad 
cane was determined by their answers. In none of the answers 
was there any mention or deity or of similar authority. The 
authority most often given tor judgment of good and bad was the 
mother. Good and bad depended, thus, largely on the mothers' 
standards and her responses to the responses o:f the child. 
The father was rarely mentioned. 
Bender and Schilder,l in a study or aggression, both asked 
children about their attitudes and set a play situation which 
the child could use to express his feelings. They reported 
that tram the beginning, children's attitudes are entirely 
based on obedience--good being an action which the adult likes, 
and bad an action which the adult dislikes--resulting in a 
heteronomy of judgment. 
Effect ~ conflicting Adult Authority 
What effect conflicting adult commands will have on a 
child has been investigated by Meyers.2 Nursery school chil-
dren, while engaged in play were given commands in pairs by 
two adults. When identical commands were given, the common 
tendency was toward obedience. But, when the two adults gave 
different and incompatible commands, the child sometimes 
iA. Bender and B. Schilder. ~Studies in Aggressiveness." 
Genetic PsyChologY Monographs Vol. 14, No. 18; 1936. 
2Elizabeth B. Hurlock. Child Development. New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956. P• 445. 
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vacillated between the activities, obeying one or the other, 
or both in turn, but frequently obeying neither adult. 
sometimes, it was noted, the child dropped what he was 
doing and wandered ott to do something else. It the c()DIJ!!8nds 
were such that one adult forbade the activity in progress while 
the other adult encouraged it, the usual reaction was found to 
be cessation of the activity, though the child did not wander 
ott to something else. In both cases, emotional consequences 
were often severe. 
!2! Relation 2! Children's Concepts~ Behavior 
Piaget1telt that the "sure" method of finding out the 
child's ideas would be pure observation, but that this would 
allow for getting only a small number of fragmentary facts. 
He decided to make the best of it and examine not the act but 
simply the jUdgment of moral value or the way the child eval-
uates a given piece of conduct. "It may not be the child 1s 
actual decision in a given case or the memory of his action 
in a particular situation." 
Piaget writes of the method of such interrogation as 
follows: The child may nat realize concretely the types of 
behavior submitted to him for judgment. It is only a story. 
Does it have a connection with Child morality, and does the 
child understand the storyT 
lJean Piaget. The Moral Judgment of the Child. Glencoe, 
Illinoiss The Pree Press, 1948. P• io7-116. 
I 
I 
! 
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In answer to the ~estion o~ the relation ~ the Child's 
verbal thought to his active concrete thought, Piaget ~ound in 
the marble games a certain correspondence. He writes that 
ri 
I " I 
verbal thought lags behind concrete thought because the verbal 1': 
I 
li has to be reconstructed symbolically and on a new plane. ii 
I 
II.
! verbal response often is for the bene~! t ~ adults. The child 
~~ desires to please • Up to the ages of ten and eleven, he ~inds 1j 
considerable repetition o~ the adult. The older mild's desire,! 
to please seemed to show more dissociation ~rom the adult. I! 
In Fite•al study o~ nursery school Children's attitudes II 
1 
toward aggressive behavior, there was found to be no consistent li 
relationship between what children had to say about the "rights11 
and "wrongs" o~ aggressive behavior and the degree o~ agression 'I 
they showed toward the children in the playground. 
Working with elementary school children, Hartshorne and 
May2 report a correlation of approximately plus 0.25 between 
moral knowledge and conduct. 
In an experiment with four equated groups o~ school chil-
~ren, Jones3 found that special training in moral conduct 
brings improvement only when emphasis is placed both on actual 
1M. D. Fite. "Agressive Behavior in Young Children and 
Children's Attitude Toward Aggression." Genetic Psychology 
Monographs 22: 151-319; 1940. 
2H. Hartshorne and M. A. May. Studies in the Nature of 
Character. New York: Macmillan and Company, 1928. 3 v. 
Character and Citizenship Training in the 
Chicago: University o~ chfcago Press, l936. 
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experiencing in concrete situations and on the discussion of 
the meanings and significance of the activity. 
I 
jl 
I 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Stories 
The following stories and questions from ~ Moral Judg-
~ of ~ Child1 were used. These stories were translated., 
as nearly as possible, into the idiom of the population 
sampled. (See Appendix I for stories with questions and 
categories.) 
Story I -- "once there was a camp of Boy Scouts 
(or Girl Scouts-same sex). Each one had to do his 
share to help with the work and leave things tidy. 
One had to do the shopping, another cleaned up, an-
other brought in wood or swept the floor. One day 
there was no bread and the one who did the shopping 
had already gone. So the Scoutmaster asked one of 
the Scouts who had already done his job to go and 
get some bread." 
Story II -- "one Thursday afternoon, a mother 
asked her little girl and boy to help her about the 
house because she was tired. The girl was to dry 
the dishes and the boy was to bring 1n some wood. 
But the little boy (or girl-opposite sex) went and 
played 1n the street. So the mother asked the other 
one to do all the work." 
Story (Question) III -- "Teachers often give 
children arithmetic problems (used 'number work' for 
younger children). You know each child has his own 
paper. Why must you not copy from your friend's 
paper?" 
lJean Piaget. The Moral Judgment of the Child. Glencoe, 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1948. P• 216-313. 
i! 
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story IV -- "once long ago and far away from 
here, there was a father who had two sons. One was 
very good and obedient. The other was a good fellow, 
but he often did silly things. One day the father 
went on a trip and said to the first son, 'You must 
watch carefully to see what your brother does and 
when I come back you tell me.' The father went away 
and the brother did something silly. When the father 
came back he asked the first boy to tell him every-
thing." 
story V -- "There was a big boy 1n a school 
once who was hitting a smaller bo{• The little one 
couldn't hit back because he wasn t strong enough. 
So one day during recess he hid the big boy's apple 
and sandwich in an old cupboard." 
Story (Question) VI -- 11If anyone punches you, 
what do you do?" 
Story VII -- "Two boys, a little one and a big 
one, once went for a long walk in the woods. When 
lunch time came they were very hungry and took their 
food out of their bags. But they found that there 
was not enough for both of them." 
story (Question) VIII -- "can you think of some 
things that are not fair?" 
These stories were used in a more or less intensive in-
terview, but the Q1estions following the stories, were as 
,'1 
I: 
I 
'I 
I li ji 
I' 
II 
li 
li 
[! 
I! 
II 
il 
nearly as possible, standardized. Por convenience and clarity,IJ 
the complete stories as used, the sets of questions accom- 11 
' 
panying them, the categorization of the responses to these 
questions, and actual illustrations of each category of 
response taken from the Protocol have been combined in 
Appendix Io 
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Presentation 
II 
I! 
li 
individually duringll 
the school library,,, 
The subjects selected were interviewed 
school hours. At each school a small room, 
was allocated for this purpose exclusively during the experi-
mental period. Each child was summoned by his teacher or the 
previous interviewee. The children were not specifically told 
the purpose of their summons. 
I 
I! 
The rooms were, in each case, quiet, well-lighted, plea-
sant, and large enough for a table or desk and several chairs. [
1
1 
Recording equipment was concealed in the room so that the II 
I' 
li 
interview could be made without disturbing the continuity and 
rapport of the session by obvious note-taking. 
The incoming interviewee was greeted in a friendly manner 
and seated informally across the tab1e from the interviewer. 
The interviewer was the collaborator in this experiment, 
a total stranger to most of the children. 
Attempt was made to establish rapport, particular note 
being given to eliminating the "authoritarian" teacher-pupil 
II 
II 
" 
'I II 
1: 
i 
type of atmosphere_ or relationship. After it seemed that 
proper rapport was established the purpose of the interview was II 
i' explained by saying, "A long time ago a man told some stories I' 
to a great many boys and girls so that they could tell him I 
' 
I'd like to tell the storiesli 
I! 
" 
I 
what they thought of the stories. 
to you so that you can tell me what you think of them." 
The story was then told freely and informally, but in most I 
I cases exactly as written in Appendix I. The stories were 
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memorized but typewritten sheets containing the stories and 
questions were used, the interviewer intentionally reading the 
~ stories. The stories were discussed informally, the inter-
viewer inserting the questions into the conversation at the 
appropriate point, almost always in the order given in Appendix 
I. Transition between stories was made by saying, ~Now let's 
see what you think of this story~ or something similar. 
After the general questions at the end of Stories I, II, 
IV, and V the story was retold, attempt being made to person-
II 30 
alize the situation and the question ~at would you 
introduced. The following is an example of the sort 
tion that was made: 
do?~ was ii 
of transi-11 
II 
II 
j! "Do you have any brothers or sisters?" Child: "Yes, I have a sister." 
"How old is 'our sister?" 
Child: "she s in the fourth grade." 
"Do you and your sister have jobs to do around 
the house?" 
Child: "Yes." 
~at kind of jobs do you have to do?" 
Child: "Help with the dishes and clean and 
shovel snow." 
~ell, suppose one Saturday your mother asked 
you to help her and she gave you a job to do 
like shoveling snow and your sister was to do 
the dishes, but instead of doing the dishes 
your sister went over to her girl friend's 
house and played and your mother asked you to 
do her job, too. What would you do?" 
Extreme care was taken to make the questioning non-
directive, giving each alternative, as nearly as possible, with 
II 
II 
il 
I 
li 
the same tone and inflection of voice. The interviewer did II 
not comment on the nature of the stories. Clarification was 
achieved largely by repetition of the story as printed. The 
only comments on the responses consisted of saying, "You think 
that ••• (repetition of response)." 
General approbation was given near the end after all the 
questions had been asked, indicating something like, "It was 
really swell to talk to you and you gave good answers." The 
child was thanked and dismissed, generally with instructions 
about sending the next (pre-arranged) child to the interviewer. 
The average length of the interview was about fifteen minutes. 
' 
Preliminary Experiment 
The preliminary experiment was made with one 
I 
subject from i! 
'I 
procedure for I each of the first seven grades. The experimental 
the most part seemed satisfactory and only minor refinements 
were made. The responses of the subjects used in the pre-
liminary experiment were included with those used in the main 
experiment. 
subjects 
Subjects were children in two elementary schools in a 
town of about 23,000 population in Eastern Massachusetts. 
Sixty-three subjects were taken from one school and forty-two 
from the other • 
i 
II 
I! 
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I Names of pupils were taken from enrollment lists by grade. i 
' Names within each grade were ranked (boys and girls separately) If 
on the basis of achievement test scoresl (average) administered II 
in May 1950 for grades two, three, four, five, and seven. For l'i 
the sixth grade the achievement test scores (average) adminis- 'I 
tered 1n May 1949 were used since this grade had taken I.Q. I 
tests in 1950. For the first grade, composite scores received 
on the Gates-Huber Reading Readiness Test2 were used. 
An attempt was made to eliminate dullards from the list. 
No child was taken whose achievement score was more than seven I 
months less than his grade equivalent score at the time the 
test was administered. A composite score of forty-six was the 
lowest used in first grade. 
The sample was taken by grades (one through seven). From 
the total number of subjects previously decided upon, the 
number to give an equal size sample from each grade was com-
puted. The sample was equally divided between boys and girls 
II 
lj 
jl 
li 
I 
' I 
in each grade. The choice of names was made by dividing the '11 
number of the desired sample (n) from each list of names (boys II 
or glrls for a particular grade) into the total number of namesf 
I 
on the list (N). The choice of individuals was made by taking 
2Arthur Gates and 
(New Work-Play Reading 
1947. 
Copyright 1947. 
Miriam Huber. Readinfi Readiness Test. 
series). New York:acmlllan Company, 
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N 
every Eth (remainder dropped and integer used) individual on 
the list beginning with a randomly selected number less than 
N 
the largest integer in n. The lists of names thus randomly 
chosen were then given to the teachers. In case of an absence, 
withdrawal, etc., a subject was chosen by taking the name on 
the list immediately preceeding the name of the original sub-
ject. This gave a total sample of fifty-one boys and fifty-
four girls (the difference being caused by the subjects in the 
preliminary experiment). The final number of subjects chosen 
from each grade was as follows: first-1?; second-16; third-15; 
fourth-15; fifth-15; sixth-14; seventh-13. 
After the sample was made, the subjects were divided into 
upper (H), middle (N), and lower (L) thirds by taking the 
total individuals in a grade sample, boys and girls on the 
basis of the difference in months, positive or negative, be-
tween the child's achieved score and his actual grade equiva-
lent. 
For purposes of analysis, the entire sample was arranged 
in chronological order irrespective of grade placement. Age 
groups and grade groups coincided closely but all treatment 
was in terms of age groups. The similarity of the age and 
grade groups was increased in all cases by including the chil-
dren who were less than a month past their birthday in a lower ,
1 
age group. So the age groups were cut as follows: 6-1 to ?-0; I 
?-1 to s-o; 8-1 to 9-0; 9-1 to 10-o; 10-1 to 11-0; 11-1 to 12-0 
33 
12-1 to 14-1 (highest age above 12-1). These groups are re-
presented by the age categories six, seven, eight, nine, ten, 
eleven, and twelve. The final number of subjects in each of 
these age groups is as follows: six-16; seven-14; eight-18; 
nine-13; ten-13; eleven-15; twelve-16. Total-105. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Each story and question, although used in intensive inter-
view, is a discrete experiment having its own hypothesis and 
dealing with a particular aspect of the content of the child's 
notion of justice. Therefore, the data for each experiment is 
given and discussed separately. However, certain aspects of 
this project carry through a number of parts of the entire 
experiment. The analysis of these aspects is treated under 
the headings: Individual Differences, combined Treatment, and 
Inter-story Comparison. 
For full and detailed explanation and illustrations of 
categories see Appendix I. 
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STORY I - Scouts 
The percentages of responses favoring the authority of 
the Scoutmaster in Story I are high at all ages (five of the 
seven percentages are between sixty and eighty per cent). 
There seems to be no over-all trend in Stoll's data (see 
Figure I-1) but it does show a pattern similar to that found 
in the results to several other stories and questions. (See 
Figure XI-1). 
Chi-squared tests show that there is no difference be-
tween the sexes or among the three achievement groups which 
can not be accounted for by chance. 
Piaget•sl data for this story shows a progression in a 
smooth J-type curve from ninety-five per cent at six years to 
a complete disappearance of authority responses at twelve 
years. (See Figure I-1). 
In addition to Piaget 1s question on what the boy should 
do, the questions were asked, "Is it fair?" and "What would 
you do?". The latter question followed a partial re-telling 
of the story or re-setting of the situation, attempting to put 
the question in the context of the child. This more person-
alized form of question produced an average percentage of the 
responses favoring authority considerably lower (24.5 per cent) 
than the ~at should the boy do?" question. (See Figure I-2). 
lpiaget, op. cit., P• 277. 
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Particular divergence is shown in the six, eight, nine, and 
ten age groups. There is a sharp rise in percentage favoring 
authority, though, at the eleven and twelve age levels, the 
latter being six per cent above that given to the first, or 
~at should the boy do~". 
The responses to the "Is it fair to ask the boy to do it?" 
question gave considerably and consistently lower percentages 
favoring authority, indicating that there were a number of 
individuals feeling that the order was unfair, but that 
obedience was nevertheless incumbent upon the child. 
It is notable that the percentage of responses to the 
third, or "What would you do?" question follow the outline of 
the second, or "Is it fair?" question more closely than to the 
first, or "What should the boy do?" question. 
39 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FAVORING AUTHORITY OR EQUALITY IN STORY I 
STORY I - SCOUTS 
Q•I "Boy Do?" 
A~e No. 
" 
6 12 72 
7 7 50 
8 14 78 
9 9 82 
10 8 61.5 
11 9 60 
12 10 62.5 
A - Authority 
B - Equality 
t:l 
No. % 
4 25 
7 50 
4 22 
2 18 
5 38.5 
·6 40 
6 37.5 
No. - Number of Responses % - Per Cent of Responses 
- ---------- ----- ------ --
Q•II "Fair?". 2-III "You Do?" I 
!l B A .t:l 0 
No. % No. , No. , No. ~ No. 
" 
8 57 6 43 6 37.5 7 43.5 3 19 
5 36 9 64 7 50 3 ·21 4 29 
8 44 10 56 6 33 8 44 4 21 
1 8 11 92 5 38 4 31 4 31 
2 15.5 11 84.5 3 23 8 61.5 2 15.5 
4 27 11 73 7 47 8 53 0 0 
6 37.5 10 62.5 11 69 ~- _2~ .. - 1 6 
--·---~~~~~ 
~ 
0 
STORY II - Help Mother 
The per cent of responses favoring authority in this 
~ story are low (mean per cent equals 19.6). A slight trend is 
. ~ 
shown, authority decreasing in the older age groups. (See 
Figure II-1). The percentages are very close to Piaget 1s1 
percentages w1 th the exception of the six year age group, 
which is fifty-eight per cent lower than Piaget 1s figure and 
five per cent lower than the seven year age group. Percentage 
of responses (lower than Piaget 1s in the first two age groups 
and slightly higher in the eight, nine, ten, and twelve age 
groups) indicate only a slight trend, as compared to a signi-
ficant and rapid Change in Piaget 1s case. Again there is no 
significant difference between sexes or the three achievement 
groups. 
The second question, ~at would you do?" follows the 
first, "What should the boy do?" rather consistently in the 
pattern of percentages in the first four age groups {6-9), but 
rises sharply to a higher level for the 
age groups, indicating that these older 
i 
ten, eleven, and twelvel: 
children feel they I 
would regulate their own behavior with regard to authDrity 
more stringently than they would judge another. (See Figure 
II-2) • 
The responses to the question, "Was it fair?" give con-
sistently lower percentages favoring authority than those far 
lPiaget, op. cit., P• 277. 
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the first or ~at should the boy do?" question. This indi-
cates a sizeable group feeling that the command was not fair 
~ but obedience incumbent upon the child. 
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TABLE II 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FAVORING AUTHORITY OR EQUALITY IN STORY II 
STORY II - HELP MOTHER 
Q-I "Boy Do'Z" Q-II "Fair?" ~-III "You Do'Z" 
A B A B A J:j c 
Mz.e No.t % NO , l'iOo , NOo , No. 
" 
No. ~ _No. __ ,_ 
6 5 31 11 69 3 18.5 13 81 7 43.75 4 25.25 5 31 
7 5 36 9 64 1 7 13 93 4 28.5 4 28.5 6 43 
8 5 28 13 72 2 11 16 89 5 28 3 17 10 56 
9 1 8 12 92 0 0 13 100 0 0 4 31 9 61 
10 2 15.5 11 84.6 1 8 12 92 3 23 4 31 6 46 
11 0 0 16 100 0 0 16 100 5 33 0 0 10 67 
12 3 19 13 81 1 6 15 94 6 31 2 12.5 9 56.51 
. --------------
~ 
~ 
STORY III - Q22z 
The question ~y should you not copy from your friend's 
~ paperY" for most part brought responses which Piagetl cate-
gorized as "sermons of adult origin" such as, "one does not 
learn anything that way" or "you just get the wrong answer". 
These responses avoid in essence the moral aspect of the ques-
tion, giving instead only a "rationalization" for the accepted 
pattern of behavior. Only in the eight-year age group did 
another category (Authority-A) equal this category (Useless-C) 
percentage-wise. There is no trend evidenced, around sixty 
per cent of the responses in all age groups being of this 
"Useless"-c category and most of the remaining responses 
favoring "adult authority". (See Figure III-1). A small per-
centage of Children at the seven, eight, nine, ten, and twelve 
age groups felt that copying was behavior going against 
"equality". 
In this experiment the distribution of responses into the 
three categories is similar in all age groups, no significant 
trend being evidenced by any category. This data, giving lines 
representing three categories and running practically parallel 
through the age groups, is in sharp contrast to Piaget 1s data 
on this question. (See Figure III-2). The responses Piaget 
received from the Swiss children falls 100 per cent in the 
lpiaget, op. cit., P• 287. 
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category of "authority" at the six and seven year levels. This 
percentage decreases more or less regularly to the low of 
fifteen per cent at twelve years. 
Piaget 1s data shews that responses in the category of 
"equality" increase correspondingly as the "authority" cate-
gory decreases. The "useless (adult sermon)" response is 
found only in small percentages 1n the ten, eleven, and twelve 
age groups. 
I 17 
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TABLE III 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FAVORING AUTHORITY, 
EQUALITY, OR REPEATING A "SERMON" OF ADULT ORIGIN 
IN STORY (QUESTION) III 
Question - ~y must you not copy from your friend's paper?" 
A - Forbidden B - contrar to Equality C - Useless 
All,e li_o. ~ NO• '16 .ll.<>, ~ 
6 8 4'7 0 0 9 53 
'7 4 22 2 11 12 66 
8 11 50 1 4.5 10 45.5 
9 5 36 1 '7 8 5'7 
10 '7 44 1 6 8 50 
11 6 35 0 0 11 65 
12 5 28 2 11 11 61 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
STORY IV - Tell Father 
In Story IV practically all subjects felt that the boy 
,., should tell the father what his brother had done. Only the 
seven and twelve age groups have percentages favoring "author-
ity" dropping below eighty per cent. These responses give 
little indication of what Piaget called "solidarity between 
children" at any of the age levels. (See Figure IV-1). 
The question, in this instance again, was asked in the 
personalized form. "What would you do?" The results follow 
closely the pattern of those to the first question, on an 
average being a small percentage lower. 
Although Piagetl gives no numerical results in reporting 
his experiment, he indicates that, " 
••• the great major! ty of the little ones 
(nearly nine-tenths of those between six and 
seven) are of the opinion that the father should 
be told everything. The majority of the older 
ones (over eight years) think that nothing should 
be told, and some even go so far as to prefer a 
lie to the betrayal of a brother. 
lpiaget, op. cit., P• 289. 
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TABLE IV 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FAVORING 
AUTHORITY OR EQUALITY IN S'I'ORY IV 
STORY IV - TELL FATHER 
Q-I "Boy Do?" Q-II "You Do?" 
A-Au horltY B-Group SOJ.ldarl 't y A 
AAe N_o. % No. % No. % No. % 
' 
6 16 100 0 0 15 94 1 6 I I 
.., 11 '79 3 21 9 64 5 36 I I 
I 
8 18 100 0 0 18 100 0 0 
9 13 100 0 0 11 85 2 15 
10 12 92 1 8 10 ..,.., 3 23 
11 15 100 0 0 13 8'7 2 13 
12 11 69 5 31 10 62.5 6 3'7.5 
II 
I 
I 
:I 
il 
II 
i! 
STORY V - Apple and Sandwich (Getting Even) 
The majority of the children interviewed in this experi-
ment are of the opinion that it is all right to get even and 
that the boy was just in hiding the offending boy's lunch. 
The highest percentages of responses indicating getting even 
as forbidden are in the ten and twleve age groups, but a low 
;[ 
II 
" j, 
i ~ 
li 
li 
II 
percentage in the eleven age group would seem to prohibit this II 
being called a tendency toward increased "forbidden" responses I! 
with increased age. (See Figure V-1} • 11 
If any tendency at all is indicated, it is in the opposite! 
direction from the change Piaget found. Piaget 1s 1 data shows 
a more or less regular decrease in authority responses (from 
' 
I 
I 
:[ 
eighty to five per cent) through the six to twelve age groups. I 
The children in this experiment think they would do very 
much as they believe the boy in the story should do. The 
percentages correspond closely throughout. (See Figure V-2). 
lPiaget, op. cit., P• 29'7. 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FAVORING 
AUTHORITY OR EQUALITY IN STORY V 
STORY V - APPLE AND SANDWICH (GETTING EVEN) 
Q-II ~at would you do?" 
19 13 81 2 12.5 14 8'7.5 
0 14 100 1 '7 13 93 
5.5 1'7 94.6 1 5.6 1'7 94.6 
8 12 92 1 8 12 92 
23 10 '7'7 2 1'7 10 83 
'7 13 93 5 38 8 62 
3'7.5 10 62.5 5 31 11 69 
II 
II .. Scl 
+-
-
1! 
li 
•I 
! 
STORY VI • Punch 
The data for the responses to "What do you do when some-
one punches you?" are broken down by sex. Both sexes seem to 
feel predominantly that treatment should be returned as given, 
"Hit them the same as they hit you". This is the main simi-
larity between the boys and girls. (See Figures VI-1 and 
VI-2). There seems to be a slight tendency for the "give 
back same" response from the boys to decrease as age increases. 
The girls give the response that punching back is "naughty" 
more frequently than the boys although there is a slight 
tendency for this response to decrease with age. The "naughty" 
response is practically non-existent among the boys. 
A small percentage of the girls at most age levels think 
that more punches should be returned than received. With the 
boys this response is more frequent, increasing with age to a 
peak of sixty-seven per cent in the eleven age group. 
No responses from the girls favor giving back less, and 
only a negligible amount from the boys. 
In terms of comparison with Piaget 1sl results, the per-
centage of "give back same" responses in this experiment is 
consistently higher than Piaget 1 s. (See Figures VI-3 and VI-4 
No definite trend, such as Piaget found, for "naughty" re-
sponses to decrease with age is evidenced in this experiment. 
lPiaget, op. cit., P• 301. 
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Piaget found the "less" response dominating in the older 
age groups of girls and appearing :In the older age groups of 
boys. In this experiment the "less" response was found 
occurring only twice in the six and eight age groups of boys. 
The pattern of "give back more" responses is somewhat 
similar in the two experiments. 
' 
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TABLE VI-I Girls 
l !I 
il 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THE GIRLS 1 RESPONSES FAVORING 
AUTHORITY OR EQUALITY IN STORY (QUESTION) VI 
STORY VI - PUNCH BACK 
Question- "If anyone punches you, what do you do?" 
-- ------- -------- - - --- - -----
A-AU't?Orl.ty - ·one B- qual1t:v "One shou.La nl.'t _bacK. 
should not hit back." l. More 2. Same 3. Less Total 
.AP,e No. 'l6 No. ~ No. 'l6 No. 'l6 No. 'l6 
6 4 57 1 14.5 2 28.5 0 0 3 43 
7 1 12.5 0 0 7 87.5 0 0 7 87.5 
8 3 37.5 1 12.5 4 50 0 0 5 62.5 
9 2 29 1 14 4 57 0 0 5 71 
10 0 0 1 20 4 80 0 0 5 100 
11 3 33 2 22 4 45 0 0 6 67 
12 1 14 0 0 6 86 0 0 6 ~---
II 
II 
!j 
I -
:I I . 
I 
C,,l 
(.0 
) 
TABLE VI-2 Boys 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THE BOYS 1 RESPONSES FAVORING 
AUTHORITY OR EQUALITY IN STORY (QUESTION) VI 
STORY VI - PUNCH BACK 
Question- "If anyone punches you, what do you do?" 
) 
A-Authority - One B- QUality "One sll_ould hit back." 
should not hit back." 1. More 2. Same 3. Less l'otal 
~e No. % No. % No. % No, ~ No, % 
6 0 0 2 22 6 67 1 11 9 100 
7 0 0 1 16.5 5 83.5 0 0 6 100 
8 0 0 1 10 8 80 1 10 10 100 
9 0 0 2 33 4 67 0 0 6 100 
10 1 12.5 2 25 4 50 1 12.5 7 87.5 
11 0 0 4 67 2 33 0 0 6 100 
12 1 11 3 33 5 56_ _p Q_ - _8 89 
1 
il 
I 
II 
~----
·--=---~-0)-=~---- il c 
11 
II 
II 
ii 61 
·------· --·- - --- . -------+~~ 1 
" 
1: 
!' STORY VII - Walk in Woods (Distributive Justice) 
II 
The proper procedure for dividing the food, according to ., 
the subjects, is to divide it equally between the two boys--a 
I 
small percentage (highest, eighteen per cent) indicate that the/i 
little boy should be given more. (See Figure VIII-1). None ofji 
I! 
:: 
the responses favored giving more food to the big boy, The 
' 
trends which Piaget found do not appear here. He found that 
this story "gave rise to a very interesting reaction. The 
I 
younger children are in favor of equality or else, and chiefly,! 
out of respect for II of precedence being given to the big boys 
their age; whereas the older children are in favor either of 
equality or else, and chiefly, of 
the little boys out of equity.nl 
precedence being given to 
As a footnote to this particular story, the subjects were 
asked, "Who do you think gets more hungry on walks?". A con-
siderable number of the children gave a choice indicating that 
big (or little) boys get more hungry on walks. Following this 
choice, the question was asked, "If big (or little) boys get 
more hungry, then how should you divide the food?". Under the 
pressure of the logical implication of their previous response 
most of the subjects so questioned indicated that the more 
hungry boy should get "a little more". The percentage of such 
cases was as high as fifty-three per cent of the total in the 
eleven year age group. A number of individuals, however, felt 
1 Piaget, op. cit., P• :310. 
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the need for equality superior to the boys degree of hunger 
or concluded (particularly when the big boy was chosen) that 
the boy could also endure more hunger and consequently the 
food should be divided equally. 
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TABLE VII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FAVORING 
RESPECT FOR AGE, EQUALITY, OR EQUITY IN STORY VII 
STORY VII - WALK IN WOODS 
Question I- ~at should have been done - give all 
the food to the big boy, or to the little 
one or the same to both?" 
A-Big Boy Most 
Respect for Ag_e 
NO • :J, 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
B-Each the Same 
Equalit:y-
NO • :J, 
14 87.5 
13 93 
15 83 
12 92 
12 92 
15 100 
14 82 
C-More to Little 
Boy- Equity 
2 12.5 
1 7 
3 1'7 
1 8 
1 8 
0 0 
3 18 
STORY VIII - What Is Not Fair? 
In response to the question "What is not fair?" there is 
little difference (between age groups 6-8 and 9·12) in per-
centages falling in each category of response, with the excep-
tion of the "forbidden" category which decreased twenty-two 
per cent (less than half the percentage change Piaget1 found). 
The "inequality" and "social injustice" categories are about 
the same percentage for both the older and younger children. 
(see Figures VIII-1 and VIII-2). 
'I 
'I I jl 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The above is probably the most reasonable mode of analysis I 
for the number of subjects in each age group (13-to 18) is 
small, and when divided into four categories the fiducial 
limits are so wide that it is impossible to diagnose a trend 
unless differences are sizeable and regular. 
Jean Piaget. The Moral Judgment of the Child. Glencoe, 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1948. p. 312. 
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I TABLE VIII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RESPONSES FOR 
" 
EACH CATEGORY OF "NOT FAIR" 
STORY VIII - NOT PAIR 
Question - "can you think of some things that are 
I 
not fair?" 
A-Forbidden B-Games C-Inequality D-Sooia1 
Injustice 
All:e No. , No. ';& No. % No. -,;-
6 '7 44 1 6 5 31 0 0 
I 
'7 2 14 0 0 12 86 0 0 I 
i 
8 4 24.5 1 6 12 '70.5 o- 0 I i 
-
9 1 '7 3 21.5 9 64.6 1 '7 I 
1 '7 5 36 8 5'7 I 10 0 0 
I 11 1 '7 2 13 10 66 1 '7 
I 
12 2 12.5 1 6 13 81.5 0 0 'I 
I 
' 
,.., 
I 
I 
II 
" i! 
IX - INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
Story I, Scouts 
Only a preliminary study has been made, at this point, of 
the nature of individual differences. 
A comparison is made of the responses given by the entire 
group of subjects to the two forms of the question of what 
should be done in the situation: (1) What should the boy do? 
and (2) What would you do?* (*Note: This numbering, (1) and 
(2), is not the same as the form which is used in the experi-
mental procedtn'e, but for convenience throughout the discussicn 
of individual differences, the questions will be referred to 
as Form (1) and Form (2), and the corresponding categories of 
responses will be similarly subscripted, i.e., A1, B1, A2, E2• 
02•> The matrix for story I is as follows: 
Form (2) - What Would You Do? 
Form (1)-What 
should the boy ~-Would do-
do? l th it 
Favoring 
Authority Al 
Favoring 
Equality B1 
u or ;y 
38 
7 
45 
~-Would do-
Ki d n ness 
24 
17 
41 
7 
10 
17 
0 
69 
34; 
103 
: N 
I! 
In Form (2), Stories I and II, the What would you do? li 
II 
1 question, three categories are made: A2, Would do--Authority; 
j: 
' I' ,, 
1: 
I ~ 
I, 
B2, Would do--Kindness, Authority not incumbent; C2, Would not 
do--equalitarian justice outweighing authority. B:a and C2 are 
a breakdown of Piaget 1s category B1--Favoring Equality. The 
rendering of the above matrix would be: 
Form (1) 
38 31 69 
., 27 34 
45 58 103 : N 
This means that of 103 pairs or responses, 65 were con-
sistent (AlA2 and BlB:a-02), i.e. gave similar responses to 
both questions, for example, "He should do it because the 
Scoutmaster told him to, and I 1d do it if he told he to." 
(Cell A1A2 ). The remaining responses were inconsistent, i.e., 
31 subjects said, "I think the boy should do what the Scout-
master said", but when asked, "What would you do?" indicated 
that the authority of the Scoutmaster should not necessarily 
outweigh the consideration of equality, saying, either, "I 
~ don't think it's fair, but I 1d do it just to be kind," (AlB2), 
or, "I wouldn't do it," (AlC2)• On the other hand, only seven 
individuals responded, "It's not fair, I don't think the boy 
---4------
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i' 
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1! 
i' should have to do it" and then said, "I 1d do it if the Scout-
:! 
master told me to." 
Story II, Help Mother 
In Story II where the mother was the authority figure, 
85 of the 105 pairs of responses are consistent, ?0 of the 85 
indicating, "I don't think the boy should have to do the job 
and I don 1t think it would be fair for my mother to make me do ' 
or the remaining, inconsistent, responses the pattern of 
distribution is the reverse of Story I; the smaller number, 
only six, are in cell Al(Bz-02)• The greater number of in-
consistent responses, fourteen, are in cell B1Ae, indicating, 
"I don't think he should have to do it," but 11 I 1d do it if my 
mother asked me to." This difference in pattern will be shown 
in the following matrices: (Compare with the corresponding 
matrices for Story I, above.) 
~=--::-~_::__:__:::::__----===----~ 
I 
' 
'70 
Form (2) - What Would You Do? 
Form (1)-What 
Should the boy A2-Would do- ~-Would do- 02-Would 
do? th it Ki d t d AU or ;y n ness no 
Favoring 
Authority 
Favoring 
Equality 
Form (1) 
15 
14 
29 
15 
14 
5 1 
16 54 
21 55 
Form (2) 
&.! +C2 .A.. Bl 
6 
'70 
0 
21 
84 
21 
84 
105 : N 
29 '76 105 : N 
Story IV, Tell Father 
The pattern of consistency-inconsistency in Story IV, 
which pits solidarity between children against the authority 
of the Father, is similar to the pattern of Story I, the matrix 
being as follows: 
'7:1 
Form (1)-Should 
the boy tell? 
Should tell 
Should not tef! 
Form (2) - Would You Tell? 
B:a-Wouldn 1t tell 
84 12 96 
2 '7 9 
86 19 105 : N 
It will be noted from this matrix that 96 of 105 pairs of 
responses favored authority in answer to the question in Form 
(1), and that the inconsistent responses are largely in cell 
A1B2, these individuals indicating that, "The boy should tell 
the father if he asks him to," but "I wouldn't tell on my 
brother." Only two pairs of responses fall in cell B1A2• 
Story V, Getting Even (Apple and Sandwich) 
Most of the subjects felt that it is just to get even. 
The consistency-inconsistency matrix is as follows: 
Form (2) - Would You Get Even? 
Form (1)-Is it fair for 
the boy to get even? 
Not fair 
Fair 
AD-Would 
9 
8 
1'7 
not &-Would 
6 
80 
86 
15 
88 
103 = N 
The inconsistencies lie almost equally in cells AlB2 and 
--~------- _. __ _ 
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X - COMBINED TREATMENT 
None of the separate experiments seem to conclusively 
evidence the change with age which Piaget found snd which his 
theories would lead one to expect. Most of the stories showed 
no trend whatever, only a slight tendency is observable in 
Story II and Question VIII. Since Stories I, II, III, IV, V, 
VI and VIII are similar in nature, in all cases pitting the 
ideals of authoritative, heteronomous morality against coopera-
tive, autonomous concepts of justice, it was felt that a 
' combined treatment of these stories might yield a significant 
trend of development such as had been expected. 
To obtain the data for this treatment, responses favoring 
authoritative, heteronomous "justice" for each individual in 
the seven stories were totaled. The responses were treated 
as either "favoring authority" {A) or "not favoring authority" 
(notA)• The "not A" category was calculated, not counted, on 
the assumption that each person had given seven responses for 
i. the first questions in the seven stories. 
Also on four of these seven stories the question was asked 
in what has previously been called Form (2), "What would you 
do?" These two forms are distinguished by subscripts, i.e., 
Al, not Al, and A2, not A2• The responses to the question in 
~ Form (2) were treated both separately and combined with the 
responses to Form (1), making in the latter case a total of 
eleven responses from seven stories for each individual. 
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The combined data for Form (1~ yielded a graph of per-
II centages (See Figure X-1) which showed no development with 
i• j! 
i' 
age--the percentages varying within a range of seventeen per 
cent, no age group having a percentage higher than forty-four 
per cent (age six) nor lower than twenty-seven per cent (age 
seven) • 
The data for the question in Form (2) also showed no trend 
of change with age. (See Figure X-1). 
The combined treatment of the eleven responses, A1 + ~· 
shows no trend of change with age, the percentages varying 
between forty-five per cent (age six) and thirty-one per cent 
(age seven), a range of fourteen per cent. (See Figure X-1). 
The combined treatment seems to exclude the possibility 
of the data of this experiment indicating a change in the 
relative amount of responses favoring "authority", hater-
onomous morality, as age increased. 
The combined data for the responses to the questions in 
Form (1) were analyzed on the basis of sex and achievement 
group. The chi-squared test indicates that there is a signi-
ficant sex difference, the girls giving the higher percentage 
of "authority" responses consistently, the probability of such 
a difference occurring by chance being less than .01, approach-, 
ing .001. The same results were obtained for the combined 
data of the two forms, the probability being almost exactly 
the same as for Form (1). Though there is a consistent, sig-
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nificant difference between the sexes, no trend of change with 
1 
il 
li age is shown in either sex. (See Figures X-2, 3, 4). 
Ji The combined data for Form (1) was also broken down into 
' 1
1
1, achievement groups, High, Middle-11 N11 , and Low. (See Figure 
'I X-5). The chi-squared test indicated no significant differ-
i! 
!I 
II 
ii 
i ence between these groups. (.50> P < .30) • 
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TABLE X-1 
COMBINED DATA - A1-A2 - BROKEN INTO SEXES 
---- ----· - ~- ··- - - - -- ----
Per cents Not Not Total Total Al-A2 
Al A2 A1t.l2 Al A2 A A2 1. 
40 :58 44 50 :59 20 6:5 :56 
:59 51 50 51 24 14 49 28 
18 24 :5:5 27 32 16 42 24 
29 29 41 :5:5 40 19 56 32 
41 34 42.6 37 46 23 70 40 
37 46 :54 42 30 21 56 :52 
18 24 33 27 32 16 42 24 
27 39 29 35 30 20 49 28 
28 34 28 32 :57 23 56 32 
24 40 50 44 21 10 :56 20 
24 29 50 36 30 12 42 24 
40 36 50 40 41 18 63 36 
28 24 36 28 48 23 63 36 
42 49 64 53 26 10 49 28 
197 264 133 378 216 
238 • 2:1.1 u.<:: 367 204 
4;,1:) 475 2~- 735 4<::U 
Totals 
Al--'2 
99 
77 
66 
88 
110 
88 
66 
77 
88 
56 
66 
99 
99 
77 
594 
5t>.L 
~.Ltl5 
Indiv. in 
Category 
g 
7 
6 
8 
10 
8 
6 
7 
8 
6 
8 
9 
9 
7 
54 
0~ 
~06 
I 
....::1 
00 
Table X-2 shows the number and percentage of responses 
favoring authority in Stories I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VIII 
(Al) for each of the three achievement groups at each age leve~ 
TABLE X-2 
COMBINED RESPONSES - ACHIEVEMENT COMPARISON 
"High" "Middle" (N) "Low" 
Achievement Achievement Achievement 
Aae No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
6 7 25 26 53 16 46 
'7 6 1'7 11 31 9 32 
8 16 38 16 38 18 43 
9 14 33 8 28 '7 33 
10 11 39 15 43 '7 25 
11 9 43 16 33 9 26 
12 13 31 14 33 12 43 
;-)9 
I 
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IJ XI - INTER-STORY COMPARISON I-
I, 
A set of charts was made comparing the data for Stories 
' I, II, III, IV, V, and VIII. For this comparison the responses! 
in category A were used, i.e., per cents of responses favoring 
authority. Stories VI and VII were not used for comparison, 
the data being arranged so as not to be useful in comparison 
and the story dealing with a different aspect of the ideas of 
justice, respectively. 
These graphs exhibit a number o~ similarities, one of 
these is a si.zeable dip at age seven. Another o:f these is a 
complete lack of trend with the exception of Stories II and 
VIII• '(See Figure XI-1). 
The most striking difference is the level or mean of the 
percentages. The graphs, which seem to indicate functions 
lying parallel to the base for the most part, are distributed 
over the entire range of percentages from Story IV (which has 
,, a mean percentage of 91.4) to Story V which has a mean per-
centage of 14.3. The graphs lie approximately in this order: 
Story IV, Story I, story III, Story II, Story VIII, and Story 
v. (See Figure XI-1). 
In contrast to this, the data for Piaget 1s results to 
i' stories I, II, III, and V, (the only stories for which data are 
given) show a system of more or less smooth j-type curves, be-
ginning, in all cases, above eighty per cent at age six and 
ending in all cases below twenty per cent at age twelve. 
'i' (See Figure XI-2). 
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Piaget 1s data would indicate that the per cent of re-
sponses favoring authority is very markedly a function of age. 
The data of this experiment would indicate no such function. 
A comparison was also made of the per cent of responses 
favoring authority in the questions asked in Form {2), '~at 
would you do?n, in stories I, II, IV, and v. There seems to 
be no pattern of change in these functions except that Stories 
• 
I and v indicate a slight tendency for per cent of responses 
favoring authority to increase in the upper age groups. (See 
Figure XI-3). Again, there is a noticeable difference in the 
level or mean percentage of the several functions. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I· 
! 
CHAPTER V 
SWIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, then, these data give no reason to believe 
the moral ideas about which these children were questioned to 
be a function of age. In no case did the statistical tests 
indicate age differences which could not be accounted for by 
chance variation of the sample. Reviewing the working hypo-
theses in terms of the data of this experiment indicates that, 
as age increases from six to twelve: 
(1) In Stories I and II, the relative amount of 
judgments in favor of obedience to authority 
did not decrease significantly. 
(2) In response to questions regarding reasons for 
not cheating, answers favoring adult authority 
did not decrease significantly. 
(3) Judgments preferring the maintenance of group 
solidarity did not increase significantly. 
(4) Judgments regarding as "fair" the equal revenge 
of, or giving back of blows received did not 
increase. 
(5) There was no change in the judgments favoring 
older or younger children in the division of 
the inadequate food supply. 
85 
;; __ 
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I 
(6) There was only a slight tendency for examples 
of things "not fair" to increase in the cate-
gories of "equality" and decrease in the 
category "favoring authority". 
The combined treatment of the several responses of each 
individual emphasizes the absence of change with age, giving 
a linear function parallel to the x-axis. 
Also, the data regarding achievement levels tends to 
corroborate the above data indicating no change with age. That 
is, the development of ideas about justice which was hypothe-
sized in this experiment is conceived as analogous to, actually 
a phase of the over-all process of intellectual development. 
This development is characterized by Piaget as a gradual pro-
gram of emancipation from the egocentric concepts of childhood. 
If this were true, one would expect those intellectually more 
developed to have correspondingly more developed ideas of 
justice. However, the responses to the questions of this 
experiment shows no differences between those having high 
achievement scores and those having low achievement scores. 
Thus, these two results tend to corroborate each other, indi-
cating that intellectual development (assumed to vary directly . 
with chronological age and with achievement test performance 
f' within a given age group, for such a sample) was not an im-
portant source of variance in this experiment. 
When the questions were asked in the form, ~at would 
86 
you do?" the percentages of responses indicated no pattern of 
+· ---------- ----------- - ------ -·--- --------- -~---------==--= 
change. (See Figures XI-4, X-1, and X-3). 
Age, the primary independent variable in this experiment, 
seems not to be a primary source of variance within the range 
tested. This makes it impossible to point to stages or pro-
ceases of development such as would have been expected from 
Piaget 1 s results and concepts. 
Other controlled variables were sex and achievement score. 
As was pointed out above, high, middle, and low achievement 
groups show no significant differences. 
Analysis of the combined treatment showed, however, that 
the sexes differed significantly (p approaching .001)--girls 
at all age levels giving a greater percentage of responses 
favoring authority. 
Considering the unified conceptual basis for the eight 
discrete experiments, each pitting heteronomous, "adult" 
morality against the morality of cooperation and equality, the 
eight "situations" may be considered as a type of independent 
variable in the total investigation of the child's concepts of 
justice. It will be noted that this variable produced greater 
differences in per cent of responses favoring authority than 
any other variable isolated in this experiment. (See Figures 
XI-2 and XI-4) • 
It will be noted that the major difference in the ele-
ments of the situations is not basically in the nature of the 
moral antagonisms involved, but rather in the relationships 
S7 
between individuals involved. For example, the ahild is given 
commands going against equality in Stories I, II, and IV by 
the scoutmaster, mother, and father respectively. This dif-
ference of relationships in these situations produced mean 
percentages lying near the middle, bottom, and top of the 
range respectively. 
The effect of this "situational variable" suggests to 
one that the variable here may be of the nature of the "role" 
relationship as discussed by recent writers in social psy-
chology (see Newcomb 1sl discussion of Piaget in a chapter 
called "Role Behavior and the Self", or Parson's Essays2 on 
"Age and Sex in the Social Structure of the United States" 
and "The Kinship System of the Contemporary United States")• 
Such a concept immediately throws new meaning on the 
discussion on i~dividual differences. In the re-telling of 
the story and asking of the "What would you do?" question, it 
was hoped that a varying of a factor of "reality" or "ego-
1
, involvement"3 would produce data regarding any concepts of 
ii 
li 
li 
"ideal" behavior as opposed to what the subject would do per-
sonally in such a situation. Presumably this variable oper-
ated sufficiently to produce a considerable number of "incon-
lTheodore M. Newcomb. Social Psychology. New York: The 
Dryden Press, 1950. p. 298-334. 
2Talcott Parsons. Essays in Sociological Theory Pure and 
APplied. Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1949. p. 218-2~ 
3Bernice Rosen. 
Unpublished Master's 
, ~~ss~c::hus~~ts"'-J._9c4,9. 
11The Development of Moral Judgment." 
Thesis, Clark University, Worcester, 
P• 4. ·-----
88 
sistencies" i.e. subjects who responded that the individual 
in the story should do one thing but that they would do some-
thing different. 
' The pattern of responses and consistency should give some 
If indication of the ideal pattern, the behavior pattern and the 
,: ,, 
:, conflict between them. Specifically it will be noted that in 
story I (see Chapter IV, Part IX - Individual Differences, 
Story I, Scouts) a total of thirty-eight individuals gave 
differently categorized responses to the two forms of the 
question--indicating, presumably, that the formula which 
applied to the impersonal situation did not somehow apply in 
the individuals own case. In Story I most of these changes 
occurred in subjects who said that "the boy" should obey the 
ll'
i scoutmaster rut who indicated that they didn't think it was 
fair to ask "me" (the subject) to do the other fellow's job, 
li 
II li 
!I 
though a number would do it rather than make a fUss. 
In Story II only slightly more than half the above number 
II 
II 
of "inconsistencies" occurred--most of these in the opposite 
quadrant--the children apparently didn't feel the authority 
rl 
l1 
of "a mother" incumbent upon "a child" rut recognized that 
they would feel constrained by the authority of "my mother". 
In the latter case a large majority favored equality over 
~ the mother's authority, while the larger number judged that 
the authority of the Scoutmaster should be respected. 
From the above, it would seem to follow that the children 
I! 
,-~~--- --~-----~ 
i! 
!'· 
- -----::c_-_-:-:------:---_::~J::·_:_ 
as a group judged the Scoutmaster to be in a position of more 
"authority" than the mother, though many indicated a sense of 
injustice in the former. 
The similarity will be noted in the matrices for the 
Scoutmaster (Story I) and Story IV (with the father the au-
thor! ty figure). 
This data would seem to follow the "role relationships" 
and "perception of self" analysis such as indicated by New-
comb.1 But only further research in which the "role" is 
i varied systematically can make such a conclusion tenable. 
lNewco~op. cit., P• 298-334. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
It has been concluded from the above data that the 
variables were not fUnctioning in this experiment as hypo-
thesized. One factor may be that the independent variable, 
age, varied through insufficient range, Research on children 
below six years and above twelve would be a useful supplement 
to this research. Murphyl stated (see Chapter I, Introduction)' 
that he felt Piaget 1 s age levels for the several stages of 
development too high. Perhaps the phenomena Piaget observed 
could be found in American children between the ages of two 
to six. 
There is further possibility that improper variables were 
being used. Other variables more in line with current social 
learning theory might be useful in the investigation of the 
The concepts of "self-percep• i' child's concepts of morality. 
1
[ tion" and "perception of role-relationships" might give 
II 
!i 
'I! 
meaningful results with regard to the development of role 
' i 
:! 
perceptions, the ability to generalize and discriminate role 
behavior patterns. It is suggested that fruitful research 
might be done on these several areas of moral concepts. For 
i example: ,, what is the relation between the child's perception 
i: 
I! 
,! 
1: 
I 
!: 
!Gardner Murphy, 
Psychology. New York: 
Historical Introduction to Modern 
Harper and Brothers, 1949. P• 397, 
of various roles his father takes and the authority of the 
father; or how does the perception of the family as a set of 
role relations relate to the concepts of rights among play-
mates or more generalized concepts of justice. 
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APPENDIX I 
~ Story I (p. 2~6) 
' 
once there was a camp of Boy Scouts (or Girl Scouts--same 
sex). Each one had to do his share to help with the work and 
leave things tidy. One had to do the shopping, another 
cleaned up, another brought in wood or swept the floor. One 
day there was no bread and the one who did the shopping had 
already gone. So the Scoutmaster asked one of the Scouts who 
had already done his job to go and get some bread. 
I. What did he do? 
II. Why? 
III. Was it fair to ask him to do it? 
IV. What would you do? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Category of Answers: 
I & II - A. Favoring obedience. 
B. Favoring equality - (though perhaps doing it, 
out of kindness). (See note.) 
III - A. Fair 
B. Not fair 
IV - A· Would do (authority) 
B. Would do (kindness) (see note) 
c. Would not do. 
Note: (From Piaget. MJ--p. 2~~.8). Four types of answers 
can be observed. First of all, there are the children who re-
1 gard the adult's order as "fair", and who thus do not distin-
guish what is just front what is simply in conformity with the 
order received or with the rule of obedience. Then there are 
the children who think the order unjust, but who deem that the • 
rule of obedience comes before justice, so that it behooves us 
to carry out the order without comment. Children of this type 
can, therefore, distinguish justice from obedience, but think 
it evident that the latter must prevail over the former. In . 
our statistics we have classed these two groups as one, seeing' 
'• 
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i that they are linked together by all the intermediate cases. 
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In the third place, there are the children who think the order 
unjust, and put justice above obedience. In the fourth place, 
finally, there are the children who deem the order unfair, and 
do not necessarily regard blind obedience as incumbent upon 
the child in the story, but who think it better to be obliging 
and submit rather than argue and rebel. In the statistics, 
we treated these two groups as one, owing to the autonomy given 
to the sense of justice in both cases. 
1.00 
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li 
I' 
I 
:1 story I - scouts 
ii 
Protocols 
II Favoring Authority - A (Consistent) 
!j 
II Protocol 8 (101) Age: 13 Grade: "7, Boy 
I 
jj Q I - "What did the boy do?" 
1 Ben-"~~·" 
Achv.: 
li Q - "Why do you think he 1d go?" 
II Ben - "If the Scoutmaster asked you to do 
11 - SlioUid do ::Jili!! that. - - something, you 
'I 
- "Was it fair? 11 
•1·1' Q II Ben 
!I 
- "Yes, it makes no difference 
or not, he shoUid ~·" 
whether ~ .!!1.21!!! .1ob 
._.
1
: Q III - "What would you do'l" 
~ - "Guess ~~right away." 
il 
!j 
,I 
II 
:I 
:I 
;I 
,, 
!: 
i! 
i! !I 
Q I -
Jack 
-
Favoring Equality - ~ 
Protocol 6 (23) Age: "7-9 
"What did the boy do?" 
"~shouldn't~ gone." 
(Consistent) 
Grade : 2, Boy Achv.: Low 
iJ Q - "Why do you think he shouldn 1t have gone'{" 
I! Jack - "Because h.!! already £12. his part. 11 
II " " 1, Q II - was it fair for the Scoutmaster to ask him to go'l 
I ~- "!!2• l don't think it~ !!,!!:•" 
,I 
II I' Q III - "What would you do if the Scoutmaster asked you?" 
1 Jack - 11 I 1d say, I 1ve already~!!!l job." 
~ j 
- "And would you go if the Scoutmaster asked you?" 
-
11!£, l wouldn't~·" 
j,O:l 
High 
II 
'I I· ll ,. 
:i 
. / 
Q I 
Al 
Q. II 
Al 
Boy Should 
Q I and II 
(A) 
Authority 
I Wouldn't 
Q III 
(B) 
Equality 
(Inconsistent) 
Protocol'69,(43) Age: 8-9 Grade: 3, Boy Achv.: High 
- ~at did the boy do?" 
-"He~·" 
- "Was it fair?" 
- "Yes, it was fair." 
----
Q III - "What would you do?" 
,& - "I 1d say 1. didn 1t !!!:!.1 to ,S£•" 
Q I 
.!!!! 
QII 
.!E 
Boy Shouldn't 
Q I and II 
(B) 
Equality 
I Would 
Q III 
(A) 
Authority 
(Inconsistent) 
Protocol 30 (99) Age: 12-11 Grade: 7, Boy Achv.: High 
- "What did the boy do?" 
- "It was the other fellow's assignment ~ ~ (~ other 
Te'1IOvi)SiioUid do 11·" 
- "Was it fair to ask the boy to go?" 
- "No, it wasn't~·" 
Q III - "What would you do if the Scoutmaster asked you to go?" 
.!!!! - "I 1d .£Q_ it .!f. ~ asked ~ .12•" 
Q - WWby would you do it?" 
Nat - "Because ~ Scoutmaster told~ .12 ..a£•tt 
:102 
II 
I! 
Jl 
I' l 
!I 
ii 
I! 
II NOTE C -
,I 
I' 
,I 
i! 
Expressed motivation in these cases was personal 
enjoyment i.e., "I like to work around the house." 
(Found in Stories I and II.) -Categorized B (Equality) since order was previously deemed unfair. 
see Piaget 1s Note -Type 4. 
li 
li 
1: 
II I Q I 
:1 Mary 
I' 
li 
li Q II - 'twas it fair?" 
Proto col 9? ( 81) Age: 11-8 Grade: 6, Girl Achv.: High 
- ~at did the girl do?" . 
- "she went to hel~out - to~ the 
kiiidness -:-"note IS'Type 4, ) -
bread." (Piaget 1 s 
I' Mary - "No, ll wasn't .!!.!!:•" 
11 Q III - "What would you do if the Scoutmaster asked you to go?" 
1 
11 Mary - ".I.:!!~ to ~ - !.Q. I 1d ~ 1~ 1 ." 
I 
I, 
I' 
II 
II ,, 
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II 
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I' 
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II 
;I 
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il 
II 
,I 
II I: 
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Story II - Help Mother 
One Thursday afternoon, a mother asked her little girl 
and boy to help her about the house because she was tired. 
The girl was to dry the dishes and the boy was to bring in 
some wood. But the little boy (or girl - opposite sex) went 
and played in the street. So the mother asked the other one 
to do all the work. 
I. What did he (or she - same sex) say'? 
II· Is it fair? 
III· What would you do? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Categories of Answers:· 
I. A. Favoring obedience 
B· Favoring equality (See notes for Story I) 
II. A· Fair 
B. Not fair 
III• A· \'Voul d do (author it r> 
B. Would do (kindness (See note Story I) 
c. Would not do 
lOS 
----;;---------=---
- -_----:- -----t~----------,--·-
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Story II - Help Mother 
Favoring Authority A (Consistent) 
Protoool 88 (12) Age: 6-8 Grade: 1, Girl Aohv.: Middle 
Q I - ~at did the ~irl say when her Mother asked her to do 
all the work?if 
carol - "she~ 1~ 1 .12. ~~Mother." 
Q II - "Was it fair?" 
Carol - "It would be .f!!!:." 
Q III - "If your job was to do the dishes and your brother's job was to bring in the wood, but he didn't do his 
job, so your Mother asked you if Kou 1 d do your 
brother's job, what would you do? 
Carol - "I 1d !& 1. would - I ~ .!!!l Mother." 
Q I 
~ 
QII 
~ 
Favoring Equality B (Consistent) 
protoool 28 (85) Age: 11-11 Grade: 6, Boy Aohv.: Low 
- "what did he say? 
- "He ~ h!! sister sh<?\J,ld .2£ ~ !2!_ lli ~·" 
- ~as it fair to ask him to do it?" 
- "!£, it wasn 1t £!.!!:•" 
Q III - ~at would you do?" 
Dave - "I wouldn't do it. Make her (sister) do it. I'd 
tell .!!!l Mother she 'Wi'B"siiPPosed .iQ. do it-:" 
-:- r. -
Q I 
~ 
QII 
Boy Should 
Q I 
A 
Authority 
I Wouldn't 
Q II & III 
B 
Equality 
( Inconsistent) 
Protocol 75 (32} Age: 8-1 Grade: 2, Boy Achv.: Low 
- "What did he say?" 
- "~ ~ '!!!• he 1d ,9,2 .!!' ." 
- "Was it fair?" 
I .2!!:.! - "No" 
Q III - ~at would you do?" 
Carl - ".!wouldn't .£2 .!!• .ll wouldn't J2! ~·" 
Q I 
I.!?!!! 
QII 
~ 
Boy Shouldn't 
Q I and II 
B 
Equality 
- I Would 
QIII 
A 
Authority 
Protocol 11 (98) Age: 12-9 Grade: 5, Boy Achv.: Low 
- "What did the boy saty" 
- "I 111 a2, ~ ~ ~ the girl .!2, ~ !!ll! .!!£ !:!!£. do b." 
- "Was it fair?" 
- "It wouldn 1t be fair for the boy to have to do both jobs. ---- -----
Q III - ''What would you do?" 
I.!?J!! - "I 1d do ll --- you should ,9,2 what your Mother says." 
1.06 
i 
' 
NOTE C - Expressed motivation in these cases was personal 
enjoyment (found in stories I and II). 
Protocol 61 ( 4'7) Age: 9-0 Grade: 3, Girl Achv. : Middle 
i Q I - »what did the girl say?" 
· Sally - "~ .!!.!£ 1~ 'f •" 
ii 
I' 
li 
I! 
1: 
II 
li 
II 
I' 
II 
j; 
Q II - ~as it fair?" 
Sally - "!!£, 1 don 1 t think .!i :!!!!_ .D!k." 
Q III - "What would you do?" 
Sally - "I 1d EEL ·~ 1 --- ,!2 .!!.!:, ~ about .!i•" 
li Jim 
II 
I! 
Protocol 95 (6) Age: 6-5 Grade: 1, Boy Achv.: Middle 
- "I 1d say 1Yes,1~ to~ .!i ·~ it 1s ~'·" 
II 
I' 
II 
.I 
ii 
I' 
II 
j! 
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:1 Question III - (p. 28'7) [i 
Introduction ••• Teachers often give children arithmetic 
problems to do. Each child has his own paper. (number work.) 
Why must you not copy from your friend's paper? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Category of Answers: 
" 1. It is ,.forbidden", "naughty", "deceit", 11 lie 11 , "you get 
punished", etc. (Adult Prohibition) 
ii 
(1 
II 
I 
I 
I j! 
II I 
ii ,, 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
'I 
I ,, 
I' 
:I 
I· 
I' 
,, 
' 
'I 
* 
2. It is contrary to equality (it does harm to the friend, 
it is stealing from him, etc,). 
3. It is useless (one learns nothing, one always gets caught, 
etc.) (child repeats a sermon of adult origin) (for 
Piaget, appeared only after the age of 10.). 
~08 
::J.09 
Favoring Authority A "It is forbidden" 
~y must you not copy from your friend's paper?" 
Protocol 8 (101) Age: 13-0 Grade: 7, Boy Achv.: High 
Protocol 82 ( 89) Age: 12-0 Grade: 5, Girl Achv. : Middle 
~ - "You'll~ punished." 
Protocol 88 (12) Age: 6-8 Grade: 1, Girl Achv.: Middle 
carole - "You'd~ heck and you'd have to htay after school. 
She 1d (j;he'""t"eac'her) spank you wit .!! ruler." 
Contrary to Equality B 
Question: "Why must you not copy from your friend's paper?" 
Protocol 76 (56) Age: 9-6 Grade: 4, Girl Achv.: High 
Stella - "l! would .£.!!. ~ ~ other girl doing .11 f2!: you." 
Protocol 73 (30) Age: 8-0 Grade: 2, Girl Achv.: High 
Linda - "Somebody ~ ~ ~ ~ f2!: you." 
Protocol 39 (40) Age: 8-9 Grade: 3, Boy Achv.: High 
~ - "I'd be takin~ the answer from him or sometime he might 
get i'hundre :&om ~. w - - -
Protocol 70 (21) Age: 7-7 Grade: 2, Boy Achv.: Low 
Billy- "You 1d ~stealing~~ other paper." 
==----=--·--r=-.-· .-_ :--:- --=--==---=-::::_ ---------==--- - ------- :-:::_:::_::-.:._=:=:t:=.=-"'== 
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!i 
!I 
II 
!, 
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Useless - C "It is useless." (Piaget describes as 
a sermon of adult · 
origin.) 
Question: ~y must you not copy from your friend's paper?" 
Protocol 73 (30) Age: 8-0 Grade: 2, Girl Achv.: High 
.!£!. - "!.2.!! might ~ ~ wrong answer •" 
Protocol 3 (62} Age: 10-1 Grade: 5, Boy Achv.: High 
Roy- "You won't know what to do because you're just copying 
there paper:""""- - -
Protocol 9 (105) Age: 14-1 Grade: 7, Boy Achv.: Low 
Ted - "!.2.!! don 1 t learn nothing." 
i: 
.110 
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Story IV - Tell Father (p. 289) 
Once long ago and far away from here, there was a father 
who had two sons. One was very good and obedient. The other 
was a good fellow, but he often did silly things. One day the 
father went on a trip and said to the first son, "You must 
watch carefully to see what your brother does and when I come 
back you tell me." The father went away and the brother did 
something silly. When the father, came back he asked the first 
boy to tell him everything. 
I. What should the boy do? 
IIa. (If should tell father) 
Was it fair to tell the father what the boy had done? 
IIb. {If "not tell") 
Was it bad not to do what the father said? 
III· What would you do? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Category of Answers: 
I. A· Favoring authority 
B. Favoring group solidarity 
II· A. These alternative questions are simply probes to 
give the child opportunity to verify and clarify 
his position. 
III· A· Would tell 
B. Would not tell {tell something else). 
This question may bring out some content answers which 
would be useful clues as to the nature of the child's 
moral concepts regarding the maintenance of group 
solidarity • 
li:l 
Story IV - Tell Father 
Favoring Authority ! (Consistent) 
' Q I 
Protocol 12 (82) Age: 11-9 Grade: 5, Girl Achv.: Low 
- ~at should the boy do?" 
I 
I 
!' 
-___ - _:_:::--= '-- - -f-
1 
h! 
Q 
h! 
QII 
Pat 
- "The boy should tell!:..!! father." 
- "Was it fair?" 
- "~·" 
- "What would you do? 11 • 
- "~ ~ h!!!!· .!! ~!.!! away I 1d .£!11 .h!!!! ~ !!!,£ tell • 
u~m. 
Protocol 90 (25) Age: 7-10 Grade: 2, Girl Achv.: Middle 
Betty- 11 I 1d ~ Q!!!! everything." 
Q I 
Hal 
Favoring Equality B (Consistent) 
Protocol 99 (92} Age: 12-1 Grade: 6, Boy Achv.: High 
- ~at should the boy do?" 
- "He shouldn't tell him. The father shouldn't~ 
asked him to tell.,-- -
Q II - "What would you do?" 
Hal "I wouldn 1t ~h.!!!! anything." 
Q I 
~ 
Favoring Authority - but showing the conflict 
involved 
Protocol 8 (101} Age: 1~-o Grade: 7, Boy Achv.: High 
- ~at should the boy do?" 
- "The father told him to tell, but he doesn't have to 
teil him everyth!iij -=-that is-;-Iiedoesn 1t haVe"tooe 
too much of atatt e-tare:w-- - ---
- "was it fair?" 
- "It all depends what the boy did. 
wronghe SlioUidii"'tdo it an;yViay." 
.!! ~ ~ something 
112 
Q II - ~at would you do?" 
~ - "Guess I 1d tell if .!!!l Father.:!:£!.!!~ !£•" 
Q I 
12!!! 
QII 
12!!! 
Boy Should 
Favoring Authority 
A 
Q I 
I Wouldn 1t 
Favoring Equality (Inconsistent) 
B QII 
Protocol 102 (96) Age: 12-6 Grade: 7, Boy Achv.: Middle 
- "What should the boy do? 
- "He should ,!ill the father." 
- ''Was it fair?" 
- "If the father asked him to. You shouldn't shield y2ur 
friends. He should ~whit his father told him to. 
- --- ---
- "What would you do?" 
"If he did something bad I 1d ~ry to cover 11 ~ ~ the 
lddwoii!dn 1t cl.ll.!:£.2 bad. -
Boy Shouldn't 
Favoring Equality 
A Q I 
I Would 
Favoring Authority (Inconsistent)· 
B 
Q II 
Protocol 33 (27) Age: 8-0 Grade: 2, Boy Achv.: High 
Q I - ~t should the boy do?" 
,, ~ - "~ boy shouldn't tell h!!!_ father ~ ~ brother .21.!!•11 
Q - "Was it fair for the father to ask him to tell?" 
~ - "!.£, it wasn 1t .!!!.!:•" 
Q II "What would you do?" 
~ - "1 think I 1d tell !!!I Father .!! ~ ~ ~ 12•" 
.l13 
: l ... 4. 
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Story V - Apple and Sandwich - Getting Even (p. 297) 
There was a big boy in a school once who was hitting a 
i! smaller boy. The little one couldn't hit back because he 
,, 
il 
'I 
'I 
I! 
I! 
li 
wasn't strong enough. So one day during recess he hid the 
big boy's apple and sandwich in an old cupboard. 
IVo 
What do you think of that? 
Was it fair to get even? 
Should the big boy be paid 
What would you do? 
back? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Category of Answers: 
r. A· "It is naughty.'' 
B. The little one was quite right to pay him back. 
II. Same as I, i.e. A· Would not B. Would. 
-----~---- --~-
11 
Story V - Apple and Sandwich - Getting Even 
Q I 
~ 
Q II 
Favoring Authority A (Consistent) 
Protocol 88 (12) Age: 6-8 Grade: 1, Girl Achv.: Middle 
- "Vfuat do you think of that?" 
- "I think the little bty should hide his own 
You 1re not supposed .....2. hit bacF.- - --
lunch. 
- "What would you do if a big girl would hit you or do 
somethin~ mean to you?" 
- "l. wouldn t !!,!! ~ ~ .2!: ..£2 anything else." 
Favoring Equality B (Cons is tent) 
Protocol 94 (17) Age: 7-1 Grade: 1, Girl Achv.: High 
Q I - "What do you think of that?" 
! ~- n~ big boy deserved 12 E.!:,~~· It~ .!!!!:.•" 
Q II - "What would you do?" 
!!!2. - "~ .Btl ~ ~·" 
Boy Shouldn't Get Even 
Favoring Authority 
A 
Q I 
I Would Get Even 
Favoring Equality (Inconsistent) 
B 
QII 
Protocol 46 (7) Age: 6-6 Grade: 1, Boy Achv.: Middle 
Q I - "What do you think of that?" 
~- "~little boy shouldn't~~·" 
Q - "Should he pay him back?" 
~ - "No, ~ shouldn 1t ,£& h!!!! ~ - he shouldn 1t ~ .!!•" 
Q II - "What would you do?" 
:!2.!.£! - "I'd~~~~ big boy." 
_liS 
-- --=--==_-_:___------:-_---=----~ -
Boy Should Get Even 
Favoring Equality 
B 
Q I 
I Wouldn 1t Get Even 1 
Favoring Authority (Inconsistent)! 
A 
Q II 
Proto col 27 (75) Age: 11-2 Grade: 6, Girl Achv.: Middle. 
- "What do you think of that?tt 
- "I think it was fair. 
the Ets. one 7 -
The little boy should .££. ~ 12. 
Q II - ~at would you do if a big girl would be doing some-
thing like that that you didn't like?" 
~- "I'd leave ~ alone." 
NOTE E - Child indicates he wouldn 1t or the child in the story , 
shouldn 1t do something personally because of the risk 1 
involved, but he thinks it is all right to do it 
Q I 
1.2! 
QII 
Ida 
(get even). categorized B- Equality 
Protocol 73 (30) Age: 8-0 Grade: 2, Girl Achv.: High 
- ~at do you think of that?" 
- "The little boy should get his Mother or teachers ,12 
help hi!ii. 11 ...-... -
- "What would you do?" 
- "If someone hit me I 1d hit them back or do something 12. 
get~·"---------
J.16 
--------- ---~ :-=----=f.'-·-~---=---=-=--= 
I' 
j! 
II 
I' 
!i 
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11 Question VI (p. 297) 
l If anyone punches you, what do you do? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
category of Answers: 
Ao One should not hit back. 
B· One should hit back. 
1) Give back more. 
2) Give back the same. 
3) Give back leas. 
.1.:17 
Story (Question) VI - Punch Back 
Favoring Authority A 
Question: "If anyone punches you, what do you do?" 
Protocol 54 (46) Age: 9-o Grade: 3, Girl Achv.: Middle 
Nell - "I wouldn't punch~·" 
Favoring Equality B 
Protocol 85 (73) Age: 10-8 Grade: 5, Boy Achv.: Low 
Car 1 - "1. punch 1.!:,!!! ~ - harder." 
(More) 
Protocol 66 (48) Age: 9-0 Grade: 3, Girl Achv.: High 
~- "1. punch~~·" 
Q - "Do you punch them back about the same or more or less 
or how do you usually do?" 
- "1. punch ~ ~ ~ ..§£. they won 1t ,h!! any ~·" 
(Same) 
Protocol 38 (53) Age: 9-4 Grade: 4, Boy Achv.: High 
Glenn- "I punch them back. 1. punch~~~~~ 
they gave me.--
(Less) 
Protocol 7 {3) Age: 6-3 Grade: 1, Boy Achv.: Low 
~-"Punch~~·" 
Q - "Punch them about the same or more or less?" 
~ - "1. punch~~·" 
Q - "If a boy punches you three times how many do you give 
him." 
~- "~·" 
~=~·~r~-= -=--~=-~=-~· -- - ------- -- --- -- --- -- ---- ----
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Story VII - Walk in Woods (p. 309) 
Two boys, a little one and a big one, once went for a 
long walk in the woods. When lunch time came they were very 
hungry and took their food out of their bags. But they found 
that there was not enough for both of them. 
I. What should have been done? Give all the food to the 
big boy, or to the little one, or the same to both? 
Why? 
II· Who gets more hungry during walks, little boys or big 
ones? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
category of Answers: 
I. A· Big boys most. (Respect for age.) 
B. Each should have the same. (Equality) 
c. They should have 
(Equity) 
given more to the little boy. 
119 
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Story VII - Walk in Woods 
A - Favoring Respect for Age - Give big boy most. 
No subject gave an answer in this category. 
B - Equality - Each should have the same. 
(Little one gets more hungry) 
1 Q I 
Protocol 54 (46) Age: 9-o Grade: 3, Girl Achv.: Middle 
- ~at should have been done? Give all the food to the 
big boy, or to the little one, or the same to both?" 
- "share the !£££•" 
- "Why?" 
- "One boy shouldn't~ ill Ef. ~ ~·" 
Q II - ''Who gets more hungry during walks, little boys or big 
ones?" 
1 
Q2! - "Little~~~ hungry." 
Q - "If little one gets more hungry, what should you do with 
the food?" 
- "The little one can wait until tgey ~ home for more -
they should each have ~ ~· -- -- -
(Big one gets more hungry) 
Protocol 84 (72) Age: 10-8 Grade: 5, Boy Achv.: Middle 
~ - "Divide it evenly. Big boys ggt ~hungry, ~ you 
should 'irtve the ~ i2 J?.2:!ill• 
(They are each hungry - the same) 
Protocol 46 (7) Age: 6-6 Grade: 1, Boy Achv.: Middle 
l!!!! - "t~ey should take even sandwiches. They ..£2..:!:.!! get hungry 
e same. G~t~the same.w 
------
1.20 
----------~- -----------
--- ,. - --------------- - - o·.-:::-;· __ -- -=-- ;-~.-:----·~= 
Q I 
C - Equity - They should have given more to the 
little boy. 
Protocol 45 (37) Age: 8-7 Grade: 3, Boy Achv.: Middle 
- ~at Should have been done?" 
'I ,,~ - "Give more to the little one." 
---- -
:r Q - "Why?" 
I! ~ - "Because ~ little." 
i Q II - "Who gets more hungry, little ones or big ones?" 
Bob "Little .2.E!!.•" 
"!!--
NOTE E - These children judged that the food should be divided 
equally. However, after judging that one or the other 
of the boys gets more hungry, they changed to an 
equitable judgment giving the hungrier more food. 
Piaget used the question: "Who gets more hungry 
during walks?" to clarify his Respect for ~ cate-
gory. In this study there were no responses in that 
category so the question was used only in interest in 
response. 
Protocol 40 (29) Age: 8-0 Grade: 2, Girl Achv.: Middle 
Q I - "What should have been done? Give all the food to the 
big boy, or to the little one, or the same?" 
~- "Even it~- same amount to each. In case you don't 
have eno~ you should diVIde it."--
Q II - "Who gets more hungry during walks, little boys or big 
ones?" 
Ruth - "Little ~· because they get ~~ ~ hungry." 
Q - "If the little one gets more hungry how should you 
divide the food?" 
Ruth - "You should gty~ a little more to the little fellow. 
- Ws a tong--wai"k-and he has Short l:gs - so you 
WoU!dn 1 have to be p!Cklllg him up. -
1.21_ 
Q, I 
Protocol 22 (88) Age: 12-0 Grade: 6, Girl Achv.: Low 
- "What should have been done? Give all the food to the 
big boy, or to the little one, or the same to both?" 
- "Give the same to both." 
-----
~ II - ~o gets more hungry during walks - little bOys or big 
ones?" 
~ - "Big boys." 
Q - "If bi~ boys get more hungry, how should you divide the 
food? 
- "If~ little ,.2!!! isn't 12Q old,~ give~.!.£ .:!:lli! 
big ~· 
II 
I! 
II 
CC.~ ... ~·· C.+ 
I! 
li 
1: 
li 
I! 
'I 
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Q.uest ion VIII 
Can you think of some things that you think are not fair? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Category of Answers: 
I· A· (Forbidden) Behavior that goes against commands 
received from the adult - lying, stealing, 
breakages, etc; in a word, everything that is 
forbidden. 
B· (Games) Behavior that goes against the rules of 
a game. 
c. (Inequality) Behavior that goes against equality 
(inequality in punishment as in treatment). 
D. (Social Injustice) Acts of injustice connected 
with adult society (economic or political in-
justice). 
1.23 
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Story (Question) VIII - Not Fair 
A - Forbidden 
Q I - ~Can you think of same things that are not fair? 
Protocol 59 (5) Age: 6-5 Grade: 1, Boy Achv.: Middle 
Peter - "1! you don't~~ teacher." 
Protocol 49 (9) Age: 6-6 Grade: 1, Boy Achv.: Middle 
Jerry - "If your mother tells you .12. dress ~ you i52 ~ .:e!!.:£•11 
Protocol 15 (50) Age: 9-1 Grade: 4, Boy Achv.: High 
~ - "stealing books." 
Protocol 66 (48) Age: 9-0 Grade: 3, Girl Achv.: High 
~ - "Cheating -~ you~ answers." 
B - Games 
Protocol 45 (3~ Age: 8-~ Grade: 3, Boy Achv.: Middle 
~ - "1! you stack cards~ !!:.2!! where~ .!!•" 
Protocol 80 (~1) Age: 10-8 Grade: 4, Boy Achv.: Middle 
~ - "A kid claimed more points !1 ~ basketball game ~ 
they had earne'ir.""""" 
Protocol 85 (~3) Age: 10-8 Grade: 5, Boy Achv.: Low 
]!!! - 11~ ~ ~ ~ players ~ ~ other ~· ~ 
1.24 
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li 
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1; C - Inequality 
.I 
il Protocol 6 ( 23) Age: 7-9 Grade: 2, Boy 
'I Bob - "~ !!!l brother ~ .!£ do &! the ~·" 
Achv.: Low 
Protocol 8 (101) Age: 13-0 Grade: 7, Boy Achv.: High 
1 Ed - "The teacher gives ~ people homework ~ doesn 1t give 
1 
- Others." 
Protocol 14 (51) Age: 9-2 Grade: 4, Girl Achv.: Middle 
Betty - ".!2 ~ ~ person whisper !!l£ ,ll21 :!:h! other." 
Protocol 57 (100) Age: 12-11 Grade: 7, Girl Achv.: Mid. 
Mary - "If a Safety Patrol doesn't tell on his friend but goes 
and-tells ri@! away ~ someone he 'dOesn 1t like. w 
D - Social Injustice - Piaget describes as acts of 
injustice connected with adult society. 
These are the only two categorized as Social 
Injustice. 
Protocol 23 (84) Age: 11-10 Grade: 6, Girl Achv.: High 
~~- "A lot of times first grade children do something that 
¥Rey don't realize is wr~ and the teacher shakes---
and the Pi]£% l'Itt!efeliOW ijust stands there and 
doesn"ltknow w to make of it. -
.=;..;;.;;=....- - - - - - -
Protocol 15 (50) Age: 9-1 Grade: 4, Boy Achv.: High 
~ - "~ teacher gives you ~ !.2!:.!£ ~ you ~ .£2•" 
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APPENDIX II 
The Concepts £! Piaget 
It seems necessary to list some of the concepts, the tools~ 
which Piaget uses to treat the behavior he studies. 
Morality--the concept Piaget deals with is, candatively at 
least analogous to the rUles o~ the game of marbles with which 
he begins his investigations, the rules by which the individual 
directs his behavior. He says it is analogous to logic, and 
intellectual development analogous to moral development--logic 
being the "sum-total of rules of control which intelligence 
' makes use of for its own direction," morality playing "a simi-
lar part with regard to the affective life." (p405MJ) 
Moral Judgment--in this volume non-behavioral judgment is 
dealt with--i.e. the answers to questions as distinct from 
"real lli'e" decisions. Piaget points out that there usually 
is a difference in the level of development of these two as-
pects of moral development 
Ege•centrism--introduced in Piaget 1 s first volume (~ f!n-
guage ~Thought£!~ Child), ego-centrism is the name 
given to an early stage of development in which the child 
does not distinguish between himself and his social environ-
ment. (p87MJ) This concept, re~erring originally to the 
stage of intellectual de~lopment, was later also used to 
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refer to the accompanying stages in other phases of develop-
ment. It is pointed out that the concept actually refers to 
ii the same aspect of behavior in all cases. i! "Ego-centrism in i! 
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so far as it means confusion of the ego and the external 
world, and ego-centrism in so far as it means lack of coopera-
tiona, constitute one and the same phenomenon. So long as the 
child does not dissociate his ego from the suggestions coming 
from the physical world, he cannot cooperate ••• " 
Moral Realism--in the moral realm ego-centrism gives rise to 
conceptions of rules of behavior as existing in themselves. 
This is called moral realism. Piaget shows that it is the 
result of constraint. 
Heteronomy--in the ego-centric stage, when rules are thus 
reified in the child's mind, morality is heteronomous--i.e. 
having its source in authority outside the self. 
Socialized moral concepts. According to piaget, the 
other end of the continuum of the nature of moral concepts is 
a socialized morality in which the rules of life are recog-
nized as dependent on the mutual respect and cooperation of a 
group of people. Thus the individual becomes emancipated from 
ego-centric thought and comes into moral. 
Autonomy--the individual realized the cooperative nature of 
rules and becomes a rationally self-guided person. This 
autonomy comes as a result of cooperation, Piaget hypothesizes. 
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Notion £! Justice--this concept, which Piaget investigates, 
refers to the "content of consciousness" regarding what is 
"fair", "right", etc. It might be called the beliefs or cog-
nitive structure associated with the correct rules of social 
living. 
Retributive Justice--refers to concepts regarding how a "wrong" 
unsocial act may be rectified or to the "meting out in direct 
proportion to the merit or guilt involved", Expiatory pun-
ishment is put, by Piaget, at the lower, realistic, heter-
onomous end of the scale while restitution, etc. are con-
sidered higher forms resulting from cooperative thinking • 
• i Distributive Just ice--defined by equality, is illustrated 
primitively by giving two children each the same size piece of 
cake. Refers to what might be called the sharing of satis-
factions and the notions about it. 
Equality--giving to each alike. Qonsidered by Piaget to be 
the first level of notions about justice. 
Equitr--a higher, according to Piaget, concept in which mere 
equality of treatment is passed by to consider the particular 
l.j real situation in which each individual may find himself. 
Thus a big boy giving a little boy a larger share of food out 
II I of kindness and consideration for the small boy's situation 
would be acting equitably. 
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